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Welcome to the 2004 Florida dive season, and OH, did I
mention, hurricane season. Additions to your save a dive
kit should include plenty of sea sick medication, plywood,

extra fresh water, a generator, candles, waterproof matches, plenty
of canned foods, flash lights, and bad weather gear.

For the 2004 dive season, boat captain’s had to modify their
traditional welcome aboard speeches to: “Welcome aboard, please
step inside the cabin so you are not struck by flying street signs or a
displaced pelican. We expect the seas to be a little rough for this
morning’s dive, but probably not more than 25 feet. If you have not
taken a few hundred sea sick pills, I would suggest doing so before
the boat leaves the car parking lot. As the eye of this week’s
hurricane passes over, we expect the seas to calm down while we
make the first dive. Due to the past three hurricanes that hit us last
month, we expect the visibility to be down from the normal 100 foot
plus to maybe three inches. If at anytime during you’re dive you
come upon a boat on the bottom that looks just like this one, please
take a compass heading for shore and start swimming. Thanks again
for choosing our charter service. Please tie yourselves to the boat
and we will get underway.”

Diving in Florida this year has been less than desirable. The
hurricanes have flooded the rivers, so cave diving has been
squashed, and the seas have been beaten around so bad that diving
off both coasts of Florida is rare. Conditions are slowly improving,
and we look forward to a much better 2005.

Safe Diving
Curt and Linda Bowen
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Vanuatu’s SS Coolidge has long been a major
attraction for traveling divers. Many articles
have been written about her by those fortunate
enough to visit. Richard “Harry” Harris was one

of the fortunate and took his camera down to the “deep
end” of the Coolidge on his mixed gas closed circuit
rebreather (CCR) to capture a story and some great
digital images.

Many have seen The Lady, checked out the engine
room, the pool, and even had a quick peek at the stern
on one of those scary, single tank air dives of old. But
those days are numbered. A spate of accidents, some
unhappy insurance companies, and a need to
contemporize their philosophy, led to the local dive
industry to introduce the Vanuatu Scuba Operators

Association Code of Practice. Among other things, the
association introduced a maximum air diving depth of 60
meters and recommendations about repetitive dive
profiles, double tank usage, and accelerated decompres-
sion using nitrox. This fundamental change in approach
has vastly improved the “cowboy” image that Coolidge
diving was developing.

I first dived the SS Coolidge in 1994 and like many
before me, spent a week working my way down the
wreck, culminating in a 70-meter bounce to the stern on
air. I recalled little of the dive and returned to the boat
uncertain as to whether to feel like a bit of a legend or a
complete idiot. I suspect I know the answer to that one
now. I returned to the wreck last year, limiting my air dives
to a much more comfortable 55 meters with double tanks.
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I am now fortunate enough to call Vanuatu home for at least
two years. This has given me the opportunity to focus on doing
some “clear headed” mixed gas diving with the KISS CCR. What
a different place it is down there when you are not off your nut
on nitrogen!

Barry Holland at Aquamarine has become an invaluable
partner in my quest to explore and photograph the stern area of
this massive ship. Barry is a TDI trimix instructor and has done
thousands of dives on the wreck. Aside from the legendary Alan
Power, Barry knows the ship as well as anyone. His passion for
technical diving makes him the logical choice for any visitors who
wish to dive beyond recreational air limits. Barry and I have a
small cache of helium in Luganville, which goes a long way in the
two-liter diluent tank on the KISS.

Now I am not the first guy to dive a CCR on the Coolidge,
but I am surprised by the lack of images I have seen taken down
past the swimming pool. Combining the task loading of a deep
dive with underwater photography is not for everyone, and when
problems arise, the camera is obviously the first thing to be
ignored. But persistence is the name of the game in underwater
imaging, so over the course of numerous dives I was able to
collect a series of images from the section of the wreck between
55 and 70 meters.

The photo gear

All of the images here were taken using a Nikon D100 with
either the 16mm f2.8 Nikkor fisheye or the new Nikkor 12-24DX
wide-angle zoom lens with a +4 diopter. The camera is housed in
the D10 Subal housing with the small fisheye port. The light
source is either from natural light or by using Nikonos SB-105
strobes. The images were taken using a manual setting at either
ISO200 or 400 with white balance on auto. Despite the buttons
on the Subal housing sometimes being squashed down at depth,
the assembly never flooded or misbehaved despite the fact that
the dome port is rated to only 60 meters.

With 10 to 15 minute dive times at maximum depth, some
pre-visualization of shots was useful, and as Barry sometimes
carried a slave strobe for me, a discussion of tactics was impor-
tant before the dives. I have started trying Leigh Bishop’s tripod
technique for long exposures, but results are coming slowly.

The KISS mixed gas CCR

A relative newcomer to the rebreather scene, the simplicity
and competitive pricing of the KISS rebreather is developing a
strong following. Mine is KISS #80, and was the third one to be
imported into Australia. Developed by Gordon Smith at Jetsam
Technologies in Canada, it appeals to those who shy away from
electronically controlled rebreathers. It requires the diver’s
computer (brain) to activate a solenoid (diver’s hand) to open an
oxygen injection valve (manual over-ride on the KISS oxygen
valve) to maintain the desired PO2 in the breathing loop. Be-
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tween manual additions, the orifice in the KISS valve allows a
continuous jet of oxygen to enter the loop, which slows the
decay of the oxygen levels within. The flow of oxygen depends
on the diameter of the orifice (fixed), the intermediate pres-
sure of the Apex first stage regulator (also fixed but adjustable
before the dive), and the ambient pressure (increasing ambient
pressure will gradually slow the flow of oxygen until it stops at
the theoretical maximum depth of around 120 meters). Pre-
dive, oxygen flow is set to just below the diver’s basal
metabolic requirements so that the PO2 in the loop slowly
decays. This means that seizure inducing hyperoxia is an
unlikely complication, and that the diver must intermittently
manually add O2 to maintain the desired PO2 and prevent a
hypoxic gas being inhaled.

For me, the KISS valve is set to deliver oxygen at 750 mls/
minute, which equates to an easy 300-minute supply from my
two-liter tank filled to 150 bar. The KISS scrubber holds 2.75
kg of soda lime, which in the tropics has an unofficial lifespan
of at least 4 to 6 hours. I change mine at 3 to 4 hours depend-
ing on the type of dives. For the 60 to 70 meter dives, I carry
an open circuit bailout in the form of two steel 7-liter sling
tanks containing a bottom mix and a deco mix.

The ship

The superbly written book “The President and the Lady”
by Peter Stone is mandatory reading for anyone interested in
the history of this majestic vessel and the wartime history of
the island of Espiritu Santo in Vanuatu’s north. It describes how
the 654-foot, 21,936-ton luxury liner carrying troops and cargo
for the Pacific war effort struck two friendly mines in the
Segond Channel on its final approach to Luganville. In a
desperate effort to save his precious cargo, the captain drove
the ship onto the shoreline, but as she sank, she slipped back
down the steep slope to her present resting place on her
starboard side. The slope means that the bow lies in only 20
meters or less and the stern sits in up to 70 meters on the
sand. This makes the ship a classic shore dive for beginners to
experienced technical divers and everyone in between.

Barry May and Alan Power salvaged parts of the ship in
the late 1960’s including the ship’s massive props, but apart
from that, the ship still contains all of the wartime goodies that
sank with her. Crockery, cutlery, guns, trucks, and toothbrushes
can all be seen scattered around the wreck. Parts of the wreck
such as the promenade deck are filled with an extraordinary
shimmering quality of the blue light filtering down through
deck skylights and side windows, making this part of the wreck
one of my favorite places in the world.

But it’s the “deep end” of the ship that really fascinates
me. Only a minority of visitors get to see this part of the ship
in any detail. As you pass the 55-meter mark, the gloom
around the ship becomes more tangible and a feeling of
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excitement grows. Currents often spring up on the sand
around the stern that can pull the unwary out to sea. Our HID
lights cut a swathe through the dark blue water illuminating the
massive propeller shafts, the stern rail, and are then lost into

the black void beyond the back of the ship. Countless
objects lie half-buried in the sand around the wreck, all
begging closer scrutiny but there never seems to be
enough time to stop and look at the detail.

Recently, Barry Holland and I were laying line
inside the stern section in order to safely explore
the parts of the vessel containing the steering gear,
the third class dining room, and the Chinese store-
room. In the blink of an eye, the run time builds, and
Barry and I are forced to leave the twilight zone and
return to the lighter, better-traveled parts of the ship.
Decompression is continuous as we swim all the way
back along the ship, gradually losing depth before
ending up in the well known “deco gardens” made
by local divers over the years. The famous Boris (a
massive cod) is now gone but in his place, the fish life
seems more plentiful, and a group of us were
privileged to spend 10 minutes watching a dugong
scratching its belly on the sand while we off gassed.

In my ten years of visiting the Coolidge, there
has been noticeable decay of the great ship and
already some areas are gone forever. No doubt,
Alan Power visits a different wreck today than the
one he first dived many years ago. But enough
remains to make this one of the great shore dives in
the world, and for technical divers, the
stern area still qualifies as
“off the beaten track.”



Due to the damage caused by hurricane Ivan on Grand Cayman,
Advanced Diver is providing this advertisement space free of charge.
Cobalt Coast and Divetech received minimal damage and are now up
and running at 100% efficiency. Please book your next Cayman
adventure through Cobalt Coast. Thanks  Curt Bowen / Publisher ADM



On August 17, 2002, the Associated Press
headlines read: “Police Look for Woman
Believed to Have Leapt from the Mackinac
Bridge.” After finding an abandoned car

atop the Mackinac Bridge, the U.S. Coast Guard,
Michigan State Police Underwater Recovery Unit, and
the Great Lakes Shipwreck Historical Society began the
largest search ever in the Straits of Mackinac using side
scan sonar. After one week of intensive searching, the
effort was suspended with neither the woman nor her
baby found. The search was not completely unfruitful, as
a long lost shipwreck was discovered just east of the
bridge in 125 feet of water.

For several weeks, the wreck remained unidentified
until diver and charter operator, Steven Kroll, of
Cheboygan, Michigan found the ship’s official number
carved into the main beam of the forward hatch. After a
bit more research, Brendan Balliod of the Great Lakes
Shipwreck Research Foundation related the official
number, 26230, to the schooner William Young.

by Tamara Thomsen and Keith Meverden

The William Young was built in the Bailey Brothers
Shipyard in Madison Dock, Ohio in 1863. Built as a two
masted schooner for the J.L. Spink Company of Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin, she was 138 feet in length, 26 feet in
beam, 12-foot depth of hold, and 414 gross tons. At the
time of her build, she received an A-Rating by Lloyds
and was valued at $17,000. Following her launch, she
sailed to her homeport of Milwaukee, Wisconsin and
began sailing in the grain, coal, and ore trades.

Her career was not without a fair number of mis-
haps. In November 1866, she stranded on Bois Blanc
Island in the Straits of Mackinac and was pulled off and
repaired. Three years later, she encountered a fierce
summer storm on Lake Michigan and suffered more
damage. In 1871, after eight years in service, she was
showing signs of wear as her decks were completely
replaced. The following year, the William Young once
again found herself aground, this time on Dummy Reef
near Buffalo, New York. Unable to quickly free herself,
she was severely damaged by ice and sank. Raised and
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repaired, three years later the William Young sank for
the second time, this time in the Detroit River. Again she
was raised, repaired, and placed back into service.

In February 1884, after eleven years of sailing the
Great Lakes, the William Young entered Fitzgerald’s
Shipyard in Port Huron, Michigan and emerged as a
three-masted schooner. Soon after her conversion to a
“three-master,” the William Young once again encoun-
tered ferocious seas on Lake Michigan and sustained
significant damage.

After nearly 25 years of sailing the Great Lakes, the
William Young, like most sailing vessels of her time,
found herself unable to compete with the increasing
numbers of steam vessels on the Great Lakes and was
cut down to a tow barge. As the 19th Century drew to a
close, the number of bulk steamers steadily grew on the
Great Lakes. Bulk steamers were capable of carrying
significantly larger cargoes than sailing vessels, and
because they didn’t rely on the wind for propulsion, they
were also much faster and more reliable. Combined with
continuing advances in steam propulsion and efficiency,
the bulk steamers caused shipping prices to drop, and
made sailing vessels largely unprofitable. Schooner
owners, however, having invested significant capitol into
their vessels, were not quite willing to give up so easily.
To continue making money as long as possible, many
schooners were turned into barges and towed behind
the bulk steamers in what was known as the consort
system. This is how the William Young was operating at
the time of her loss.

In September 1891, while under tow of the steamer
Nashua, the William Young one again encountered a wild
gale on Lake Michigan. The Door County Advocate

(newspaper of Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin) reported,
“William Young lost with all hands off Wisconsin’s
peninsula.” A local resident walking the beaches had
discovered a trunk loaded with valuables marked ‘Captain
A.S. Parker,” master of the William Young. The day follow-
ing the trunk’s discovery, the William Young’s overturned
yawl was discovered washed ashore nearby. Assuming the
worst, the William Young was reported as lost.

A few days later, the William Young once again made
the headlines of the Advocate, which reported “William
Young all right, vessel and crew survive the storm and
put into Manitowoc, Wisconsin for repairs.” During the
storm, the William Young began leaking badly, and the
captain, thinking his vessel was going to founder,
ordered “abandon ship.” The yawl was launched, but
before anyone was allowed to get into the yawl, the
captain first had his trunk brought on deck. Once the
trunk was in the yawl, the yawl’s painter parted in the
heavy seas, washed away, and capsized with the trunk.
Left with the choice of either pumping or sinking, the
crew managed to keep the vessel afloat until they made
port at Manitowoc, Wisconsin to make repairs.

Two weeks later, the William Young came out of dry-
dock in Manitowoc, and the Advocate reported: “after
coming out of dry-dock, the Young made as much
water after repairs as she did before. Captain Parker
jumped ship, not caring to risk his life in such a crazy
old craft as that.”

The William Young was getting on in age, and it was
obvious that all her problems were not solved in dry-
dock. It is quite possible she wasn’t even seaworthy
when she left Manitowoc harbor. In any case, the
steamer Nashua, with the William Young in tow,
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managed to make it back to Buffalo, New York. In late September 1891, the William
Young, Thomas Parsons, and the Newsboy departed Buffalo, New York in tow of the
steamer Nashua, loaded with coal bound for Racine, Wisconsin. It didn’t take long
for the William Young to once again make the Advocate’s headlines.

On October 10, 1891, the Advocate reported: “William Young foundered in the
Straits of Mackinac on Monday…coal laden and bound up. No lives lost.” Unfortu-
nately for the William Young, this time the headlines were not mistaken. On Monday,
October 5, 1891, the William Young parted her towline from the Nashua in a fierce
storm and began sinking. The crew managed to recover the Young’s sails and some
of her rigging but could not save the vessel. The Nashua and her consorts pulled the
crew from the water and continued on to Racine.

The William Young lies today in 125 feet of water just over one mile east of the
famous Mackinac Bridge. Her bow faces eastward. A current runs along her length,
the direction and force depending on the weather systems over Lakes Michigan and
Huron. Water temperature and visibility varies with the currents.

She struck the bottom bow first, with her forward hull structures collapsing
under the force of her 600 tons of coal, which now spills across the bottom. The
windlass stands at the bow, anchor chains wrapped around the whelps waiting the
next weighing of anchor. Both wooden stock anchors can be found amongst the bow
wreckage. The anchor chains run through the hawse pipes, which have been ripped
from the hull and hang in mid-water.

The ship’s wheel is the most dominate feature on the deck. The spokes have
been polished clean of zebra mussels as divers imagine what it was like to steer the
William Young through the Lakes. Brass caps shine at the end of the spokes, and the
wheel’s gearing is still visible. Just aft of the wheel stands the rudderpost. Dis-
lodged from the impact with the bottom, it is pushed up through the decking. The
ship’s stove resides on the starboard quarter. The bottom framing for the cabin
remains, delineating the cabin’s walls. Name boards adorn the wreck, but are well
worn from the current and zebra mussels, making the name illegible. One can only
imagine the name William Young carved along its length.

The centerboard winch is fastened to the deck amidships. The winch is offset
from center slightly to port. This is characteristic of early centerboard vessels on the
Great Lakes. On early centerboard vessels like the William Young, it was believed
that placing the centerboard and trunk through the keel would greatly weaken the
vessel. The William Young provides one of a few examples of an offset centerboard.

Some of the standing rigging lies on deck forward of the centerboard winch.
This rigging appears to be part of the lower mainmast shroud. Attached to the
deadeyes along the port rail, this shroud provided support for the mainmast, the
centermost and tallest mast on the William Young. The base of the broken foremast
juts from the decking just behind the forward hatch. Two cleats are still attached to
the forward part of the mast. One of the masts lies just off the wreck in the sand.
Numerous deadeyes align the rail caps.

The William Young is fast becoming one of the more popular dive sites in the
Straits of Mackinac. Charter operators line up one after another on the mooring line
for a chance to put their divers on the newest wreck in the Straits. On the day we
visited the William Young, only 9 days after her discovery, we were one of six vessels
awaiting the chance to visit her grave.

Keith Meverden is an Underwater Archaeologist with the Wisconsin Historical
Society and owns Points North Diving, operating two dive charter boats on the
Great Lakes. www.diversions-scuba.com/pointsnorth

Tamara Thomsen is a Trimix and Technical Cave Instructor and owns Diversions
Scuba in Madison, WI. www.diversions-scuba.com
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One hundred and ninety six photos is the
number of still images my Nikon D100 SLR
digital camera is capable of capturing with its

one megabyte memory chip. Enclose this camera in an
Aquatica housing with a 10.5 mm wide angle Nikon DX
lens, a large dome port, and a Nikon SB 102 strobe
and you’re set to shoot anything to depths in excess
of 300 feet.

As every underwater photographer knows, good
photos take time to set up specific shots, proper
lighting, an eager model or two, and lots of luck.

Gas volumes required for 30 to 60 minute bottom
times with depths around 300 feet and required
decompression stages are staggering, bulky, and very
expensive. Of course, the answer to this equation is a
closed circuit mixed gas rebreather. More than capable
of doing these types of dives with next to zero
amounts of helium and oxygen required per dive. Take
all this equipment and place it in one of the world’s
best wall dive locations along with 35 other rebreather
enthusiasts and you have Zero Gravity.

Reg Creighton and Erica Haley, dive facility
managers at Grand Cayman’s Sunset house, started
Zero Gravity in 2001. Their idea was to provide experi-
enced rebreather divers a premier dive location,
professional scuba facility, and large dive vessels for
supporting such an event.

Left:  Divers descend from the stern pilothouse
towards the bow of the Carrie Lee wreck. Bow
wench and chain can be seen in the foreground.
Depth 220 feet. The Cayman wall drops straight to
700 feet just below the bow

Top right: Kevin Gurr investigates a deep coral
outcropping with Delta P Technologies new
rebreather, Ouroboros

Second down on the right: Inspiration diver
cruises along the wall at 180 feet

Third down on the right: Photographer illuminates
a giant coral outcropping as the rebreather divers
stroll by at their leisure

Bottom right: Kim Smith of Jetsam Technologies
silently explores the upper reef with her KISS
semi-closed rebreather
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Zero Gravity 4.0

For the second year in a row, Sunset house presented an opportunity for
me to join in on the rebreather activities in exchange for photography. I
figured if I didn’t take the offer someone else would. A quick airline ticket
from Travelocity.com cemented my position.

As in years past, Zero Gravity 4.0 hosted some big names in the
rebreather world such as Kevin Gurr from the United Kingdom, Gordon Smith
from Canada, and Leon Scammerhorn from the USA. Each presented their
rebreather designs and innovative technology ideas for the Zero Gravity
participants to enjoy and learn from. Several models of rebreathers appeared
at Zero Gravity 4.0 from the Sport Kiss (see page 41), Inspiration (ADM issue
16), Megalodon (ADM issue 15), Cis Lunar (ADM issue 4) and the new
Ouroboros (in an upcoming ADM issue) design from Kevin Gurr and Gary
Sharp from Delta P Technologies.

Each morning the group of 33 rebreather divers boarded Sunset’s dive
vessels for a short 15 to 60 minute boat ride to some of Grand Cayman’s
premier deep wall dive locations. Extending the depth range limits provides
the group with pristine dive locations very seldom disturbed by the recre-
ational open water diver. Extending the allowable bottom times provided the
CCR diver the chance to take their time, relax, and enjoy the feeling of
almost being a fish. Experiencing giant sand chutes that funnel into small
dark holes at 100 feet and then emerges out onto the wall at depths between
250 and 300 feet. Two hundred foot, air clear, cobalt blue water allows the
Cayman sunshine to penetrate well beyond our 300-foot maximum depth
limit. Suspended motionless off the wall at 300 feet you can gaze downwards
into the abyss, easily making out ledges and outcroppings far below 600 feet.
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Deep wall photography

Deep wall photography offers the skilled diver an
immeasurable number of different marine subjects to
photograph. Massive barrel sponges, black corals, and
giant plate corals create dramatic overhangs, coral
chutes, and an infinite array of colors. The absence of
noise provided by the rebreather assists in approach-
ing marine life that would normally avoid contact
with bubble blowing divers. And the removal of
exhaled bubbles enables vertical shots towards the
surface without the ever presence of bubbles dis-
rupting the photograph.

The new Nikon DX 10.5 mm wide-angle lens
provides an almost 180 degree exposure allowing the
photographer to capture incredible underwater
seascapes, whole shipwrecks, or giant cave chambers.
Even though this lens does cause a considerable
amount of distortion on the edges, the high-end optics
provides a crisp image even in low light situations.
Selling for less than $750.00 makes the DX 10.5 an
affordable lens for any serious amateur or professional
underwater photographer.

Locate a colorful sponge or coral outcropping
along the jagged wall, insert several experienced
rebreather divers into each shot for size, contrast, and
depth and you have finished the formula for big wall
shots. With the models on CCRs, you are not continu-
ously trying to time the shot or make the model hold
their breaths to keep the photo free of irritating
bubbles. Position your strobe to illuminate the out-
cropping or diver and shoot. Visualize the shot through
the screen, adjust the f-stop or shutter speed and
shoot again. Repeat the process until you have the
desired result.

See you, your camera, and your rebreather at Zero
Gravity 5.0.

Left: Cayman sea turtle inquisitive about the new
tourist without bubbles swims closer than usual
around the photographer

Left middle:  Patty Mortara ascends up the wall at
235 feet breathing from a Megalodon rebreather

Top right: Divers casually cruise beside a colorful
sponge covered wall

Second from top right: CCR divers control their
constant PO2s for the required 45 to 90 minutes of
decompression stops

Third down on right: Inspiration diver floats along in
the current as he enjoys the deep peaceful wall

Bottom right: Divers are silhouetted against the
cobalt blue background as they descend over the
pilothouse of the Carrie Lee wreck.  Depth 185 feet
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Most caves contain extreme
restrictions preventing access from
back mounted divers.

The Armadillo Sidemount system is
designed for simplicity, durability,
and to meet the most
rigorous conditions of extreme
restriction cave exploration.

The Armadillo harness can also be
used as an Openwater BCD, and
adapted for SCR-CCR rebreathers.

Dive the
Speagle Grove

ADM Voted #1 Florida Keys
Dive Facility

42’ Custom Dive Vessel
O/W to Trimix Instruction
Nitrox • Oxygen • Helium

Deep and shallow reefs/wrecks
Eagle • Duane • Bibb
800•787•9797
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by ADM staff photographer
and writer, Tom Isgar

The welcome drinks were still being poured
when Tony Hughes, co-owner of Kararu Dive
Voyages, made this announcement. “The bad
news is that the engine is down. The good
news is the engine part is on the way!” At

breakfast the announcement was, “The bad news is that
the part didn’t arrive. The good news is that we have
another boat!” Thus began one of the best live aboard
trips I have taken. It is number thirteen for me.

When I asked Tony about his and his partner’s views
of their company, his answer was straightforward:

“We want to take divers to the undiscovered
frontiers of Indonesia, the epicenter of marine biodiversity.
We provide a first class experience. It is less expensive to
provide service than to pay refunds. There is no problem
we can’t solve if we know about it. And, we are concerned
about helping to preserve the marine environment while
providing fishermen a sustainable living.”

One of the dive masters said, “Our goal is to go where
no other boat goes.”

Kararu (www.kararu.com) is the only major dive trip
operator I know about where the boat is leased, with a
guarantee that a back-up boat will be available if there
is trouble. The rest of the operations usually have one
boat to cover one or two parts of the world. If that
boat has trouble, then divers have an interrupted

vacation. Even with switching boats, we made more
dives than were scheduled.

However, this was a trip where you
couldn’t make enough dives. To quote

Tony, “The marine biodiversity is
outrageous!” Whatever this phrase

brings to mind, I assure you that
the underwater life will exceed

your imagination. In review-
ing my log book, some of
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the entries are; “fleet of clownfish,” “walls of anemones,” “five leaf
scorpions on one coral head and a frogfish,” “blue ring octopus, ornate
ghost pipefish, pair of tame cuttlefish,” “shot two roles of film on a
pair of crabeye gobies.” On one dive off Rinca Island I logged a
torpedo ray, cuttlefish, ghost pipefish, several lionfish, humpback
scorpion, and several nudibranchs. And since the logging was done
after a beer or two, who can say what I forgot.

The entire crew was top notch. The dive guides were essen-
tial. They knew the dive sites and the location of all the special fish
and critters. And, if you had a desire to see or photograph any-
thing special, you only needed to mention it. I was able to photo-
graph the recently discovered yellow/orange pygmy seahorse
(Hippocampus denise) on two occasions. I was also able to photo-
graph stargazers on two night dives and a spiny devilfish on a
shallow dive. If you are a diver/photographer who likes to do your

own thing, resist the temptation, and follow the dive guide instead.
The dive guides were all marine life enthusiasts who know the fish and

invertebrates. When they didn’t know the name, they knew which book in
the Safari library could answer the question. The trip visited eight islands

and three different named seas.

Like many live aboards, the Safari usually moved at night. The sunset and
sunrise views were often spectacular. Each morning brought a new island, or at
least a different part of an island, for diving. Most of the dives were walls or
seamounts. However, most of them had shallow tops, which allowed productive
safety stops as well as opportunities to look for shallow water critters. The
walls were generally covered with soft corals. Some were spectacular and
reminded me of Palau and Fiji.

Although others have written about running into cold water as you sail further
south, we had 80 F (26 C) degree water throughout the trip. There is also the
possibility of big currents. However, other than one dive out of 34, the currents
were very manageable or nonexistent. The trip was in early June. Air tempera-
ture was in the 80s with mostly sunny days and clear nights. Go to the
www.kararu.com to read other descriptions of this trip.

Diving was done from two tenders. There were usually five possible dives with
food before and after each. Tender rides were 5-10 minutes. The food was as
good as the diving. Pre-breakfast was continental plus peanut butter; breakfast
was western with eggs and meat or Indonesian, or your combination. Lunch was
always cold cuts and hot entrees. Several dinners were theme nights (e.g.
Italian, Mexican). Unlike many attempts to prepare a different culture’s dish that
end up tasting like the local version (American Chinese food) all of the theme
night food tasted authentic. In between meals there were dive snacks. Fresh
food is flown in during the trip to provide fresh salad each night.

Visiting the Dragons
There were opportunities for shore excursions. The one that had influenced

many of us to sign up for this trip was the visit to Komodo National Marine Park
(www.komodonationalpark.org). The park became a World Heritage site in 1980
and is the only home to the famous Komodo dragon (Varanus komodoensis).
The dragons are monitor lizards that reach three meters (nine plus feet) and
over 70 kg (155 lbs). Their primary food source is the deer and pigs that live on
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the island. They will eat smaller
animals and have been reported to
eat humans. We saw dragons, as
well as pigs, deer and birds in the
park. We also observed dragons, pigs, and
monkeys on the beaches from the boat. I went
ashore early one morning and spent a nervous hour
with a dragon on the beach. Maybe it wasn’t interested in
eating me, but it followed me as I hiked back and forth waiting
for the dive tender to pick me up. However, I still got the photos.

Kararu trips leave from Bali. As well as the trip to Komodo, they will offer
trips in 2005 to the eastern island of Indonesia, beginning in Maumere and
diving east to Alor; and to the Western islands of Irian Jaya, beginning and
ending in Sorong, IJ. The jumping off point for these trips is Bali. Many of
the trips are booked by a photographer who is leading a group, others are
made up of individual divers.  Check the website for avai labi l i ty
(www.kararu.com). Kararu, by the way, is Indonesian for Sperm Whale.

Some things to be aware of

• A visa is required to enter Bali and can be bought in the airport for US$50.
• Currency is the Indonesian Rupiah. You should bring new US$100 bills.

They are more acceptable than travelers checks. Indonesian vendors will
refuse old bills in any denomination. Torn bills are totally unacceptable.
Credit cards are accepted on the boat and in major stores but expect to
pay an additional fee for their use.

• Medical - Check your inoculations. Typhoid, tetanus, and hepatitis A are the
minimum. You may also want to consider malaria medication depending on
your plans.

• Safety - The U.S. state department has posted a warning for Indonesia. How-
ever, Indonesia is 26 islands and the warning is issued based on the most
risky places. I have been to four different areas in Indonesia and did not find
threats in any of them. In fact, the people were really happy to see me. A
live aboard is even safer.

• Electricity is 220 but there is 110 aboard the Safari.

If you only have one Pacific trip in your budget, consider this one. While
long, the connections to Bali are great. Bali is a wonderful Island for a
few days of land touring and shopping before and after the dive trip.
The Safari is truly a first class live aboard with great food and accom-
modations. And, you have the opportunity to experience some of the
best diving in the world.
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SHADOW DIVERS: The True Adventure of Two Americans Who
Risked Everything to Solve One of the Last Mysteries of World War II
BY ROBERT KURSON    (Non Fiction, Random House, 375 pp., $26.95)
ISBN# 0375508589

This is a true story detailing the lives and adventures of the men intimately
involved with all aspects of the sunken German World War II submarine U-869. The
author takes you on a six year journey beginning with the dive boat captain’s
clandestine swapping of “secret fishing spots” to obtain the initial coordinates of the
then unidentified wreck. The multi-faceted account weaves through the dives of
discovery, the extensive research carried out by divers John Chatterton and Richie
Kohler on both sides of the Atlantic, and even a thorough treatment of the life of this
U-boat’s crew during the last stages of Nazi Germany.

Kurson provides accounts of deep diving physiology and psychology that are
accurate and easy for a layperson to understand. The dives on the mystery wreck
took place while the divers themselves were slowly evolving, by switching from air to
trimix as their back gas. Kohler, who held out the longest, said after his first trimix
dive, “This is the difference between watching a portable kitchen TV and going to a
movie theater.”

As an aside, the book is a historical account and lesson on the advantages of
breathing helium mixtures to reduce the mind numbing fog of nitrogen narcosis. The
author makes a strong case that breathing air at depth was partially responsible for
the deaths of at least two divers on this wreck lying off the coast of New Jersey in
230 fsw.

Irrespective of a certain amount of sensationalism sprinkled liberally with
machismo, the book is well written, fascinating, and belongs on the bookshelf of
every tech or soon to be tech diver. Anyone that finds exploration, regardless of the
venue, interesting would enjoy Kurson’s efforts.

Book Review by:
ADM staff writer Eric Osking

www.ShadowDivers.com
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Although born and raised in
Vancouver, Canada, I have
been living in the tropical
Pacific for the vast

majority of the last ten years.
Sick and tired of rain and cold
water, I set off for Palau in
1999 to work as a full time diver.
Soon after starting work on a live aboard there, I was
promoted to the position of Photo Pro on account of
my underwater photography experience, which at the
time was zero! Through much trial and tribulation, and
the reading of many books, I eventually mastered the
art of the Nikonos V. The challenge of creating artistic
photos soon became addictive and rare was the dive
that I didn’t have a camera in my hand. The sheer
variety of sea life in Palau provided a seemingly
endless choice of photographic subjects. My favorite
location was Jellyfish Lake; I shot 36 photos there
every week trying to capture the essence of this
unique mangrove environment.

After three years in Palau, I decided I needed a
change. After a short stay in the colorful waters of Fiji,
I moved on to French Polynesia. French Polynesia is
known as the “Shark Capital of the South Pacific” and
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it didn’t disappoint. Sharks of all varieties are very common, and I was able to
concentrate on capturing the ultimate shark photograph. Working closely
with a talented shark feeder, Sebastien Bertaud, I was able to obtain some
outstanding images of a shark feeder in action. The rich waters of the
Tuamotu island chain are home to a large variety of sea life. Mantas, dolphins,
eagle rays, and huge schools of fish all presented themselves as fantastic
photo subjects.

With the advent of technology, I have embraced the world of digital
cameras. I recently purchased a Nikon D70 with an Aquatica housing, and I
look forward to the advantages of digital. I am constantly seeking new
ideas in composition and this new tool will certainly help in capturing new
ideas in photography.
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Wide-angle photography is my true love. Perhaps I don’t
have the patience for macro, but I believe that wide angle is best
able to showcase the underwater world to non-divers. I try to
capture the unique beauty of every subject in hope of educating
the public about the oceans. The oceans are a mysterious yet
fragile environment, many of its inhabitants are under continual
threat. I believe that if my photography can encourage even one
person to help protect the oceans then I have helped give back
to the “deity” that has given so much to me.
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Eagles Nest is a legendary cave deep in the swamps of
Florida’s west coast. Not your ordinary cave, the
“Nest” as local cave explorers call it, is world famous

for it’s mammoth sized rooms, extreme depths, and some-
times crystal clear water. To cave divers, Eagles Nest is a
dream dive that can take years of training, experience, and a
dedication for perfection, just to visit her first ballroom.

Saturday, June 12, 2004 began like the kind of day to
which many cave divers look forward, the promise of adven-
ture into a dangerous realm of great depth and dark soli-
tude. Eagle’s Nest beckoned, offering its reward of tales to
tell, for those who plumb its depths and return to recount
their escapades.

At midday, in the early summer heat, two friends
entered the Nest’s green tannic water, eagerly anticipating
just such an adventure. Dropping through the 8-foot diam-
eter shaft and into the massive ballroom, the team de-
scended to 125 feet and dropped their decompression stage
cylinders on top the debris cone. Scooters on full power, the
team whipped over the top of the mound and into the
downstream passage at a depth of 210 feet. Like all other
passages in Eagles Nest, the downstream passage is mon-
strous in size. Fifteen to twenty feet tall and over 100 feet
across, it continues for another 500 feet of penetration and
a maximum depth of 245 feet until it reaches the Pit Restric-
tion. The Pit restriction is a massive breakdown room that
chokes off the passage with truck sized boulders. Only one
small, four-foot diameter vertical shaft breaches the break-
down and allows access to the deep 300-foot, low, silt-
choked bedding plane beyond. Fourteen minutes into the
dive, the team drops into the Pit Restriction.

But four hours later, it became apparent that something
had gone wrong, deadly wrong. A day of promise had
turned from the spawning new tales to tell into heart
wrenching telephone calls to family members whose worlds
would be forever changed by what they would be told.

By Larry and Debra Green
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Remaining was the gruesome, difficult, and very
dangerous task of recovering the bodies and returning
them to their grieving loved ones. The following is a
recounting of this infinitely sad but essential operation.

Victims dive profile plan: The victims dive plan was to
scooter to Andrews Tunnel, which was discussed with
several different people before they entered the water.

Summary
The dive team entered the water at 12:38 PM on

Saturday, June 12, 2004. The dive team dropped oxygen
at 30 feet and nitrox cylinders at the top of debris
mound at 125 feet. They scootered downstream to just
before the entrance of the Pit Restriction, where Victim
1 dropped his trimix stage bottle. The team continued
through the restriction. Upon exiting the restriction, the
main line runs on the right side as you come out into the
passage. It is possible that one or maybe both of the
divers encountered buoyancy problems, causing a silt-
out at the base of the pit, which would eliminate any
visibility. There is no flow in this area; this section of
cave is the one of the deepest and siltiest areas in the
system. It would take hours for sediment to settle. In my
opinion, they were immediately separated, because of
lack of visibility. Victim 1 dropped his scooter approxi-
mately 30 feet from the main line. There was no evi-

dence that he deployed a safety reel to search for the
main line. It appears that Victim 1 may have moved
further into the cave in search of the main line or exit.
Victim 1 found the main line further into the cave and
was exiting when he depleted his air source. The point
where Victim 1 was found was approximately 450 feet
further into the cave from where he dropped his DPV
(diver propulsion vehicle).

Victim 2 moved further and was found in “John’s
Pocket,” which is located to the left of the main line.
Victim 2 was found tangled in his own line and other line
that may have been left by previous divers. The line was
tangled around the victim’s hands, fins, and equipment.
The upper clip of the victim’s stage cylinder had been
unclipped, but the bottom clip remained clipped to a
waist D-ring. Victim 2 still had his DPV clipped to his
crotch D-ring.

This was a situation of time and the amount of gas
at depth to solve their problems. It appears that the
main problem they had was a silt-out and being lost off
the line near the beginning of their dive. It appears that
they both had a near full set of double cylinders when
the situation started at approximately 670 feet of
penetration. This would have given them approximately
20 to 25 minutes to solve this situation.
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Victim 1 was brought to surface on
June 13, 2004 at approximately
1400.
Victim 2 was recovered June 15, at
approximately 1715.

Sunday, 6/13/04
Recovery Diving Activities

Dive Team 1: Paul Heinerth and
Steve Straatsma
Dive Time: In: 1307 Out: 1550,
maximum depth 296 feet

Victim 1 was found in the cave
approximately 1100 feet from the
entrance on the downstream side.
The victim was facing out of the
cave, leaning to the right side, on
the ceiling, regulator out of mouth,
approximately five feet over the
line, his light hanging down almost
touching the line, at a depth of 240
feet. The dive team continued into
the cave to 1400 feet looking for
Victim 2 but could not locate him.
Team 1 pulled Victim 1 out of the
cave to the 800-foot penetration
mark and marked the area with a
strobe for the next team.

Dive Team 2: Brett Hemphill and
Bert Wilcher
Dive Time: In: 1411 Out: 1543,
maximum depth 290 feet

Dive Team 2 extracted the victim
from the 800 foot penetration
marker at a depth of 287 feet
through the Pit Restriction to the
top of the debris mound in the main
Ball Room and to a depth of 125
feet.

Dive Team 3: Jeff Petersen and
Dave Miner
Dive Time: In: 1440 Out: 1515,
maximum depth 130 feet

Dive Team 3 took control of the
victim from Team 2 and extracted
the victim from the Ball Room to the
Sheriff’s Dive Team in the open-
water basin.

Dive Team 4: Larry Green,
Debra Green, and Bill Oestreich
Dive Time: In: 1605 Out: 1910,
maximum depth 296 feet

Victim 1 Profile
From St. Petersburg, FL
Male, Age: 36

Active cave diver with 10 years cave diving
Certified Cave Diver (NACD) - Apr, 1994
Certified Trimix Diver (IANTD) - Sept, 1998
Certified DPV (NSS-CDS) - Apr, 2002

Victim 1 Dive Equipment

Cylinder #1: (Oxygen cylinder): Aluminum 80,
O2 cover, cylinder located at 29' on tree.
Atomic regulator, valve closed. Scuba Pro 1st
Stage, Sea Elite pressure gauge, analyzed at
100% O2, 2600 in cylinder

Cylinder #2: (33% Nitrox cylinder): Aluminum
80, cylinder had stencil markings that read
“70”, 2700 psi in cylinder, Zeagle regulator
D54, Scuba Pro pressure gauge, valve closed,
analyzed at 33.4% (33.4% O2). Cylinder
dropped at 127' on top of debris mound

Cylinder #3: (12/45 Travel cylinder): Aluminum
80, cylinder had stencil markings that read
“120”, 1400 psi in cylinder, Zeagle regulator,
valve closed, analyzed at 12/44.8 (12% O2,
44.8% He). Cylinder dropped at 250' depth,
approx. 550' penetration into the cave

Cylinders #4 and #5: Backgas: Double Steel
low-pressure 131 cylinders, containing 12/43,
(12% oxygen, 43% helium) 200 Bar isolator
manifold, isolator valve in open position.
Victim exhausted gas in cylinders

Note: Victim had an EAD (Equivalent Air
Depth) of 151 feet at maximum planned
depth.

Computer #1: VR3 - Delta P Technologies
Reading 1587 total dive time (26 hours, 45
minutes) 290' maximum depth
Date June 12, Entered water 12:38
Gas 12/43 (12% oxygen, 43% helium)
Other gases turned on in computer: Nitrox 33,
Nitrox 99

Computer #2: VR3 - Delta P Technology
Reading same as computer 1

Drysuit: In good condition with drysuit boots
and victim was wearing hood
Backplate: Stainless Steel and webbing
BCD (buoyancy compensator): Halycon 70 lb
lift wing
Mask: Cressi Sub - secure on face
Fins: Scuba Pro Jet Fins with spring straps
Knife: Z-Knife on left webbing
Regulators: 2 Atomic Titaniums with one on a
7' long hose, regulators functional and in good
condition
Note: Custom mouthpieces on regulators
chewed on, possibly not a reaction to the
accident but already in that condition.

Pressure Gauge: Scuba Pro, functional
Primary Light: Sartek 18 Watt HID Light,
Plexiglass canister 14 amp/12 volt
Back up lights: 2 scout lights, both functional,
not deployed
Reels: Two spool reels- #1 - 75' gap spool, #2 -
150' safety spool
Dive Rite Pouch: Contained car keys
Directional Markers: 4 line arrows on right
chest D-ring
DPV: (Diver Propulsion Vehicle): Submerge,
Silent Submersion Vehicle, UV26, owned by
Victim #2. DPV found at 680' penetration.
Speed setting on #9, functional

Victim 2 Profile
From Spring Hill, FL
Male, Age: 44

Certified Cave Diver (NACD, TDI) Nov, 2002
Certified Trimix Diver (TDI) June, 2003

Victim #2 Dive Equipment

Cylinder #1: Steel 80, OMS Band and stage
rigging, cylinder dropped at 33' on tree.
Poseidon Extreme regulator, valve closed,
OMS pressure gauge, cylinder marked 100%,
analyzed at 100%

Cylinder #2: Aluminum 80, dropped at apprx.
127' on top of debris mound. OMS pressure
gauge, Oceanic regulator, valve closed, 2700
psi of gas remaining in cylinder, cylinder
marked 110 on side, analyzed at
35.6% (35.6% O2)

Cylinder #3: (13/47 Travel cylinder)
Aluminum 80, victim had cylinder clipped off
to his left side, top clip unclipped, Poseidon
1st and second stage, pressure gauge reading
0. Cylinder marked 13/47 (13% O2/ 47% He)

Cylinders #4 and #5: Backgas: Double Steel
low pressure 112 cylinders, containing 12/44,
(12% O2, 44% He). Isolator manifold, isolator
valve in open position. Victim exhausted gas in
cylinders.

Note: Victim had an EAD (Equivalent Air
Depth) of 151 feet at maximum planned depth.

Computer #1: VR3 - Delta P Technologies
Reading 4582 total dive time (76 hours, 36
minutes), 286 feet maximum depth
Date June 4th (date incorrect)
Entered water 12:54
Gas 12/44 (12% O2, 44% He)

Computer #2: VR3 - Delta P Technology
Reading same as Computer #1

Drysuit: Diving Concept Pinnacle 200, Left
pocket on suit
Backplate: Aluminum
BCD (Buoyancy Compensator): OMS 60 lb lift
wing
Mask: Low profile
Fins: Scuba Pro Jet Fins with spring straps
Knife: Z-Knife missing from pouch.
Regulators: 2 Poseidon Extremes, good
condition, functional, one on 7' long hose
Primary Light: Sartek 18 Watt HID Light,
Plexiglass canister 14 amp/12 volt. Light had a
small pinhole on the cord, and was flooded.
Note: In my opinion, small pinhole would take
several hours to flood light.
Pressure Gauge: Scuba Pro
Back up light #1: OMS 7-LED
Back up light #2: SL6 Underwater Kinetics
Reels: One Jasper style safety reel
Note: One reel possibly missing where
accident occurred.
Lift Bag: Dive Rite lift bag, butt mounted
Directional Markers: 2 line arrows, 2 non
directional markers on D ring, right webbing
DPV: (Diver Propulsion Vehicle): Submerge,
Silent Submersion Vehicle, UV26, DPV found
clipped to victim, speed setting on #9,
functional
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Dive Team 4 searched the cave for Victim 2 to the last
room downstream at a maximum penetration of 1800
feet but did not locate Victim 2.

Monday, 6/14/2004
Recovery Diving Activities

Dive Team 1: Larry Green and Paul Heinerth
Dive Time: In: 1810 Out: 2151, maximum depth 296 feet

Dive Team 1 searched the cave at a maximum penetra-
tion of 800 feet. They located Victim 1’s scooter buried
in silt up to the rim. They kept searching and located the
victim at a maximum depth of 286 feet. The victim was
located in “John’s Pocket,” approximately 710 feet from
the entrance of the cave with his regulator out of his
mouth. The Victim was severely entangled in line. The
victim still had a stage bottle (top clip unclipped) that
was depleted and his DPV clipped to him. His left hand,
arms, and fins were entangled in a large amount of cave
line that he deployed himself, although no spool or reel
was found. The victim was also entangled in existing
cave line.

Note: This large amount of line suggests that the victim
had tried to perform a lost line procedure, possibly in
zero visibility, and had become entangled in his own line.
Paul Heinerth tied his reel to the victim and attached it
to a rock near the main line for Team 2 to continue the
recovery. Larry Green brought out Victim 1’s DPV, which
was located off the main line approximately 30 feet and
680 feet into the cave.

Dive Team 2: Brett Hemphill and Bert Wilcher
Dive Time: In: 1935 Out: 2335

Dive Team 2 proceeded to Victim 2. The victim was
severely entangled in line and cutting instruments were
necessary for extraction. The team cut the line away
from the victim and pulled the victim back to restriction
area. Team 2 had to cut the victims BC (buoyancy
compensator) when victim became extremely buoyant.
By this time, visibility in the cave had been greatly
reduced. The victim was left on the downstream side of
the restriction for recovery the following day.

Tuesday, 6/15/04
Recovery Diving Activities

Dive Team 1: Larry Green and Alex Warren
Dive Time: In: 1620 Out: 1800, maximum depth 295 feet

Larry Green pulled the victim from 670 feet of penetra-
tion into the restriction where Alex Warren was waiting
to assist in getting the victim through the restriction.
Warren attached a BC to victim to gain buoyancy
control. Green used a DPV to tow the victim and Warren
out of the cave and into the Ball Room at a depth of 165
feet within 25 minutes. Banks and Owens took the victim
from them and proceeded to the top of the debris
mound at 125 feet and got the victim negative. It took
them 19 minutes to cut off the victim’s equipment and
place everything in bags. Hick’s was then signaled to go
up and get the Sheriffs dive team. The Sheriff’s dive team
entered the water at 1655 and picked up the victim at the
top of debris mound and exited with victim at 1707.

Saturday, 6/19/2004
Diving Activities

Dive Team 1: Paul Heinerth, Bill Oestreich, Alex Warren,
and Bert Wilcher

The dive team did the last dive to clean out the victim’s
equipment left in the cave after the recovery. Oestreich
carried out an AL80 stage bottle from approximately 670
feet. It had a Poseidon regulator, contained TX13/47
(13% oxygen, 47% helium) and belonged to Victim 2.
The cylinder was empty at depth. Heinerth extracted the
DPV from 710 feet of penetration. The DPV was not in
good working order. The equipment was placed through
the Pit Restriction at 290 feet at approximately 660 feet
from the entrance, where it was left for extraction.

Officers in Charge:
Detective Carlos Douglas: Major Case Section
Lieutenant Scott Bierwiler: Ops Commander
Sergeant Eddie Lane: Citrus Co. Dive Team Captain
Tamera Stewart, BSW: Victim Advocate

Divers: Debra Green, Larry Green, Paul Heinerth, Brett
Hemphill, Richard Hicks, Dan Lins, Dave Miner, Jerry
Murphy, Bill Oestreich, Alan Owens, Jeff Petersen,
Michael Poucher, Steve Straatsma, Alex Warren, and
Bert Wilcher

Surface support: Debra Green, Beth Murphy, Jeff Bauer,
Michael Browning, Mike McDonald, Karen McDonald,
Izabella Maxwell, Jay Wells

We would like to take this opportunity to express our
appreciation and gratitude for all volunteers that helped
in this recovery.
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Text and Photography
by Chuck Northrup

Iam pulled from lucid dreams just before dawn. I
think it is Saturday, but without checking my journal
I cannot be sure. Silently, Captain Ken Merryman
signals me to raise the anchors. I head to the bow
and pull on the anchor line as a lazy sunlight

blooms in the sky. Ken shifts the engine into gear…so
begins our five-hour journey to the wreck site of Em-
peror. It is my third day aboard Heyboy, Captain Ken
Merryman’s 27-foot dive charter. This rustic wooden hull
ship has been allowing scuba divers to penetrate the icy
womb of Lake Superior since 1975. An avid rebreather
diver and shipwreck hunter, Ken spends most of the
summer devoted to his passions.

I take the wheel about 8:30 AM so that Ken can
make breakfast and brew another much needed pot of
coffee. After breakfast, we stop at Maude Island Ranger
Station to borrow their “facilities” and stretch cramped
legs. Talk inside the cabin revolves around a new ship-
wreck, undove and unidentified, which Ken and his
fellow hunters have located. It is speculated that the

waterlogged remains are those of Robert Wallace. Ken
passes around side scan images showing an upright
vessel resting at 320 feet. (Authors note: The shipwreck
found was not Robert Wallace. Upon the initial dive trip,
the wreck was successfully identified as Thomas Friant a
96-foot fishing tug that sank in 1924).

We pass waypoints like Kamloops Point and
Congdon Shoal and it strikes me as a dubious honor to
have a landmark named after your ship. Emperor lies
east of Congdon Shoal near Canoe Rocks, the reef it
struck on June 4, 1947. (In an ironic twist of synchronicity,
the year Emperor expired Heyboy was christened.) Within
30 minutes of striking the reef, Emperor was lost, along
with three of its officers and nine of its crew. The force of
the impact tore the thick steel hull of the vessel back like
a banana peel as the engine raced; propeller flukes
shattering against the rocks.

The wreck of Emperor follows a pattern typical of
Isle Royale shipwrecks. When it was launched in 1910, it
was the largest ship in Canada. At 525 feet, it was a
behemoth in its day yet barely half the length of the
freighters that plough the frigid emerald water of
Gitchigumee today. Emperor ran into problems early in
its career including a broken main shaft on its maiden
voyage. It sank when the first mate, James Morrey, was
at the helm as is almost always the case. Be it
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coincidence or revision, rarely is the captain found at fault.
Passing blame in this instance seems unlikely, both the
captain and first mate were among the casualties. The
wreck event is attributed to the fact that Morrey had spent
the majority of his six hours off-duty supervising the
loading of 10,500 tons of bulk iron ore. Over tired, he fell
asleep at the wheel. At 4:15 AM, he plowed the freighter
into Canoe Rocks at full speed (11 knots). A passing ship,
Kimball, in service of the U.S. Coast Guard rescued 21
survivors and the body of the first cook.

While visualizing the events that created this tragedy, I
recall a previous dive on Emperor that brought me eerily
close to becoming part of its history. My dive buddy and I
were planning a fairly “standard” dive on the stern with 25
minutes of bottom time at 150 feet. I completed my pre-
dive checks and determined that my rebreather was
functional and ready to go. We stepped off the dive
platform and cleared each other at our 20-foot “bubble
check.” Shortly thereafter, we were floating a few feet
above the Texas deck. Immediately, we located the col-
lapsed skylights and slid down into the belly of Emperor.
About 12 minutes and 16 pictures into the dive, it was time
to head to the cabins. When I signaled my buddy to head
up, I knocked the modeling light, zip tied to my strobe, out
of its noose. I clumsily grabbed the light and falling zip ties
then worked to reattach them. This seemingly simple task
proved daunting. It struck me as odd that I was having
such difficulty, but I passed the problem off as narcosis and
continued up to the rendezvous point.

Upon exiting the engine room a tingling sensation
began moving through my extremities. I thought possibly I
was experiencing a CNS hit. I verified that my PO2 was
safe, but everything was definitely not OK. My muscle
memory and training kept insisting that I get off of the
loop and switch to open circuit bailout, but there were no
warning signs of loop failure, no loss of buoyancy, and no
unusual bubbling. This process of troubleshooting, which
lasted less than a minute, was stubborn at best. If in doubt
bail out! This mantra is taught to every rebreather diver
and should always be heeded. Suddenly, I had a feeling of
impending doom. Every cell in my body was telling me
something was wrong, my brain just would not accept it.
As my peripheral vision began to grow dark, I realized the
severity of the situation. Obviously it was a total scrubber
failure and I was taking a massive CO2 hit! I closed the
rebreather loop and quickly replaced it with my open
circuit stage regulator. I signaled to my buddy that I was
calling the dive, and we made our way back to the shot
line. By design, I had planned enough open circuit gas to
finish my decompression obligation.

While I made my way slowly back to the surface, I had
plenty of time to thank my training for saving my ass and
curse my own bullheadedness for almost costing me my
life. The captain, also a rebreather diver, knew something
was wrong when he heard the O2 regulator on the surface
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supplied bottle cycling. Needless to say, I had some
explaining to do when I was finally back on the boat. I
tore the unit apart and found the scrubber material to
be completely saturated. How the leak escaped detec-
tion is a mystery, but it stands as a testament to the
necessity for proper planning, practice, and execu-
tion of bailout procedures.

I hook the buoy just after 11:00 AM. The lake is
exceptionally agreeable and the expanse of olive water
surrounding us is flat as glass. Canoe Rocks are clearly
visible. After our dive briefing, we perform last minute
checks and don our drysuits. Although it is late in July,
this is not altogether an unpleasant experience since air
temps are in the low 70’s. My buddy and I descend into
the green abyss. Nothing can be seen except for the
fluorescent yellow glow of the 3/4-inch polypropylene
line held loosely between my fingers. The flap of my
rebreather’s check valves and the intermittent whoosh of
the automatic diluent valve are all I hear. About a minute
into the descent, at 70 feet, I see the shadows of the
wreck becoming recognizable. An incredible sense of
awe is invoked as I watch the shipwreck emerge from
the darkness. It is much like watching a Polaroid de-
velop, a clear picture sprouting from the fog. I make last
minute adjustments to my camera and hear the charging
of the capacitors as I turn on the strobe. At 90 feet, the
top of the stern cabins are vividly clear. We pass the
bellows; pausing momentarily for a few photo opportu-
nities, then make our way towards the engine room.

Familiarity with the wreck, and helium in the mix, are
essential to fully appreciate this pristine site. It is a
wreck you can dive countless times and make “new
discoveries” each visit. The shipwrecks around Isle
Royale are protected as an integral part of the National
Park System, which extends 4.5 miles beyond the rocky
surface. Salvage attempts on a few vessels, like America
and Chester A. Congdon, have been performed, but the
majority rest undisturbed. The only legal salvage dives
made on Emperor planned to locate the bodies of
missing crewmembers and were carried out shortly after
it sank. Artifact hunting, wreck raping, and future
salvage opportunities are illegal. This leads to a veri-
table underwater museum encased in 39 degree jade
tinted water. The engine room of Emperor is a
particularly enthralling exhibit. The electrical
panel stands mostly intact. Empty gauges stare
into the darkness although most of the
switches have been broken off by years of
probing fingers. The massive generator
appears ready for service; the builder’s plate
clearly visible. Spare parts litter the tool
room longing to be used. Fixed to the side
of broken down shelves a sign advises, “Do
not drink this water.” Ironic, yet appropri-
ate counsel at 140 feet.

After what seems all to brief a stay in the engine
room, we head up and out towards the stern cabins.
Setting course for the starboard side, we pass several
bunkrooms that look all but ready for sleeping. In one of
the rooms, a radio lays on the bunk ready to broadcast
the latest episode of “The Shadow” or “Amos and Andy.”
Several spare flukes lie bolted to the stern, and the stern
anchor rests within its hold never having a chance to be
deployed. The davits are devoid of life rafts, a solitary
reminder of the men who made it safely from the wreck
to be given shelter aboard Kimball and later $100 from
Canada Steamships Line for “provisions and essentials.”
The rear most cabins lie crushed from the force of a
violent landing against the rocky bottom. The naked shaft
lies buried in the sand at the rear of the ship.

Round the port side of the spar deck and you can
catch sight of the plate holders in the pantry as well as
the remnants of the crew’s last rations. A jug of milk,
pots and pans litter the stove, which will never again
cook a meal. Above the cabins, the stack and horn are
visible, fallen from impact and hanging precariously from
the port side. Rise further and the stern mast extends
upwards into the void, upright but bent slightly from
years of serving as a mooring before the permanent
buoys were installed. If you strain your eyes, you may be
able to discern the faded name, Emperor, across the
front of the stern cabins.

While executing deco, it’s obvious that conditions
have changed. The flat calm seas at the beginning of the
dive have turned into 2-3 foot swells. The bobbing of
the dive ladder creates an audible crash against the
platform. The north side of the island is unsheltered
from the SE winds that are hammering our boat. The
possibility of making a second dive on Emperor is fading
fast. By the time the last team is out of the water, the
waves are approaching almost four feet.
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We pull into the shelter of Duncan bay for lunch and a reprieve from
the abusive waves. After lunch and a quick nap, it is time to head back
out. Have the winds died down? Who knows? The pine trees that
abound on Isle Royale’s rocky surface stand unbending even during the
heaviest gales. My unrealistic hope that winds have calmed or changed
direction leads us back to Emperor, much to Ken’s chagrin.

We reach Emperor’s bow just after 3:00 pm. I tie the mooring line on
Heyboy’s bow to soften the blow of the four-foot swells. The steady
rocking as we gear up suggests the weather is definitely not changing
for the better. After entering the water, I head for my camera waiting at
20 feet. It is imperative, in this frigid water, to send the camera down
ahead of time to reduce the fog that invariably clouds the lenses. I
grabbed the camera and swam toward the line at the bow of the boat,
but could not see it. Within moments of descending, I knew I had made
a poor decision. I was swimming against a violent current and visibility
was severely reduced. Forgetting the line, I chose instead to swim down
the wall of Canoe Rocks and soon found the wreckage of the bow.
Periphyton, an algae looking growth, which covers every available inch
of Lake Superiors’ subsurface, was clouding the water so badly that I
knew photography would be difficult at best.

We examine the starboard anchor as large masses of periphyton
float by. We decide to swim into the shelter of the wreck where the
current finally subsides. A lake trout flashed past me on my approach, a
rare companion in this barren lake. Emperor’s pilothouse is lost to
posterity but the cargo holds are more or less in tact. Heavy machinery
and cables, the gears of the bow winches, and windlasses are some of
the more prominent landmarks on Emperor’s bow. We swim along the
holds to a swim-through at 95 feet that allows us to cross under to the
port side. It is a bit strange and unnerving to swim underneath a 500-
foot. After 45 minutes of foggy frigidity and swift currents, we head for
the surface.

We are now being hammered by intermittent six-foot waves. The
white caps are growing more numerous and menacing by the minute. We
have five hours of cruising ahead of us under normal conditions, so I
know the voyage back to Washington Harbor will be long and arduous.
The drastic change in weather reminds me that all of the shipwrecks in
Lake Superior are there for a reason, and it elucidates just how fickle
Mother Superior can be.
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The long whip-like tail, large eye, silver sheen on it’s
side, and the ease with which it glides through the
water — little will prepare you for your first

thresher shark sighting.

Inspired by fellow diver; Scotty Tuason’s reports on
threshers, I traveled to Cebu in the Visaya Islands, of the
Philippines, where I dived with Dutch, German, and
Spanish divers, all eager to catch a glimpse of these elusive
sharks, which belong to the ‘Mackerel Shark’ family.

Thresher sharks are a pelagic species living in
tropical and cold-temperate waters worldwide, growing
to almost 25 feet in length. The heaviest shark recorded
weighed over 750 lbs. Estimated to live 19 to 50 years;
it’s also the shark that sometimes leaps from the ocean,
together with the Mako.

Text and Photography by
Tony Karacsonyi

Threshers feed on mackerel and small tuna, by
encircling schools and stunning them with whips or
thrashes of their tail — hence the name; thresher.

Considered a game fish, especially in the U.S. and
South Africa, threshers are often hooked in the tail,
when they try to stun live fish baits. Threshers are
threatened by over- fishing, and a drift net fishery
developed in Southern California has rapidly over-fished
the stock. Now, the World Conservation Union (IUCN)
classifies the Californian population as ‘near threatened.’

Malapascua is believed to be the only place on the
globe where divers can reliably see thresher sharks at a
place called Monad Shoal at the top of a seamount
where they arrive at dawn, to be cleaned by a collection
of wrasses.

Each morning at 6:00 a.m., the 24-meter Filipino
outrigger ‘Exotic 3’ scoots out to Monad Shoal to put
divers in the water soon after first light. Divers settle on
the seamount at a depth of about 23 meters and wait for
the sharks to arrive at one of three cleaning stations.
Mantas, Mobula Rays, and Eagle rays visit as well.
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Threshers are usually very shy, and it is often in the last few
minutes of the dive that the threshers can be seen. The trick is
to breathe slowly when the sharks arrive, as bubbles spook the
sharks. Threshers are often full of surprises, so you must look
behind your back and above your head. The sharks sometimes
break their own rules of shyness and pass right over your head.

Early in my trip, a pair of threshers arrived at a cleaning
station and started circling in front of us, then passed behind
and kept circling for some time, about six meters away. My
Nikon whirled and I shot 30 pictures in no time.

On another dawn dive in low seven-meter visibility, a three-
meter thresher buzzed us, about three meters away. It was a
magnificent animal with a fat belly, which Toto and I decided was
either pregnant or had eaten an awful lot of fish the night before.

“The last minute of the shark dive is very important. This is
when we often see the threshers,” says divemaster Toto. “The
first boat and the last boat, are often the ones who see the
sharks, because too many divers can scare them away.” The
peak summer diving/holiday season in Malapascua is not the
best time to see the sharks. The winter months, despite some
rain and clouds, is a better time for shark diving. Exotic Dive
Resort’s dive masters, Toto, Tutong, and Paul have hosted film
crews and underwater photographers from all over the world.

The threshers are an amazing adrenalin rush and are
Malapascua’s biggest draw, but what impressed me just as
much, was the richness and biodiversity of Malapascua’s soft
coral reefs.

Dik de Boer, a Dutch National, and his Filipino wife Cora,
started the first dive resort on Malapascua Island back in 1997.
They first checked out this little island paradise north of Cebu in
1996 after reading about the island in a ‘Lonely Planet’ travel
guide. Dik still remembers seeing the first thresher sharks with
his friend Mikael Person in 1997. Over the months and years,
with the help of local fishermen, they also found two Japanese
WW2 shipwrecks and a Manila-Cebu ferry that was already
known as a beautiful wreck dive. With such a selection of wreck
dives, thresher sharks, and reef dives, Dik and Cora set up the
Exotic Dive Resort, and over the years, expanded the operation
to include three large dive boats and a nitrox facility.

On a gentle tide (Edgar, the Captain, knows the tides best)
at North Point, you can drift over dense soft coral gardens filled
with anemones, clownfish, commensal shrimps, harlequin
shrimps, white cowries (often seen on the pale soft corals),
butterfly fish, lionfish, ringed pipefish, and juvenile harlequin
sweet lips. Exploring a ledge at 18 meters, the overhang is
adorned in soft corals, thorny oysters, sponges, and a large
grayish frogfish — a well known resident here. There’s also a
black, giant frogfish, which dive instructors, Tim and Zoe have
seen walking on its pectoral fins.
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Gato Island is like something from a Harry Potter movie. It’s a
short, sharp rocky island rising from what seems like the middle of
nowhere in the South China Sea. It’s a 50-minute boat ride from
Malapascua. Nesting seabirds scoot around the island and a colony of
flying foxes camps in rainforest trees high on its cliffy shore. Kingfish-
ers flit in and out of its sea caves. Gato Island is constantly bathed in
current, giving life to its soft coral canyons and myriad of rare and
unusual nudibranchs. Nowhere have I seen so many bizarre nudibranchs
of all shapes and forms.

Nudibranch egg clusters are prolific and there are pygmy
seahorses at 25 meters. White tip reef sharks live in the caves, and one
of the caves lead through the center of the island. In the cave, as you
leave light at one end and it becomes dark, you swim onward to the
blue light on the other side. The cave has several passageways and
secret hideaways adorned in thousands of lovely daisy corals, thorny
oysters, and sponges.

There is a guard’s house on the sheltered side of Gato Island with a
sign that says, Sea Snake and Marine Life Sanctuary. There are many
sea snakes, especially at the three to five meter depths, where the
juvenile sea snakes hang out. Some of my best sightings were a large
banded sea snake at 20 meters, a big coral moray, and a flighty silver eel
on the move. Gato Island is full of surprises and every dive had some-
thing new to offer, such as porcelain crabs and squadrons of squid.

The Tapilon, is believed to be a Japanese shipwreck and is located
29 meters off Tapilon Island, hence it’s name. Although broken into
three or four segments, the Tapilon is a rich and rewarding dive with
lots of black coral trees, immense schools of small barracuda (great
wide angle scenery), and about 10 very lonely remoras. “For the
Tapilon to have so many remoras, there must be some large marine
animals around,” says Zoe, a resident diving instructor at Exotic. For
those looking for the elusive ghost pipefish, the Tapilon is said to be a
prime site to see them, with several sightings by Zoe and Tutong.

An absolute highlight was diving with the colorful mandarin fish at
the Lighthouse dive site. The trick is to arrive before dark and find a
colony of mandarin fish, then wait and see what happens. As it starts to
get dark, you can see the larger males chasing the females. The pair
rises up off the coral for a few seconds before discharging their sperm
and eggs into sea. It’s a magical scene matched only by the amazing
phosphorescence in the ocean at night.

House Reef is an artificial reef created by Dik and the locals,
including Edgar, the boat captain. An exciting array of marine animals
have made home on all sorts of bits and pieces, which they’ve placed
on the sandy seafloor at 12 meters. It’s fascinating to see how different
critters are using different types of artificial reef structures. Sea urchins
have colonized the roof and bonnets of two jeepney’s, squid have laid
eggs in the suspended bunches of tree branches, large healthy
sweetlips hang beneath the low bamboo structures, and an orange
frogfish lurks on the spherical wire structure.
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Three fat and healthy lionfish have made home in
one of the jeepney’s — they hang about as if they own
it. The other jeepney has a big resident cuttlefish. On
the sandy seafloor there’s a razor fish, shrimp gobies,
sole, sea biscuits (looks like a mouse), and on one of
the large tube like structures, I saw a stunning little
juvenile lionfish.

Malapascua is one of the richest places I have ever
dived for tropical marine life, and the Exotic Dive Resort
is one of the best and well organized land-based diving
resorts. The local Filipino people are warm and welcom-
ing, and you can freely walk around the island and visit
the local villages.

More about Exotic Dive Resort

Exotic’ was the first dive shop and nitrox station on
Malapascua Island and a one stop diving center with
their own accommodations, dive shop, restaurant/bar,
transfers, dive safari boat, and Internet service.

Boat dives cost $20 USD and nitrox dives cost $26
USD. Their PADI dive center offers a complete range of
dive courses, from junior open water to divemaster. The
air and nitrox filling station operates on three Bauer
compressors and a 4000-liter air bank. Exotic’ operates
four well-maintained traditional Filipino outrigger dive
boats, called Bangka’s. The 24-meter Exotic 3 is one of
the biggest and fastest outrigger dive boats in the
Visayas. Ask about their three and four day diving safaris
($110 USD/diver/day).

Exotic Dive Resort has beach frontage, a beach
garden, and rooms range from standard rooms with fan/
air to deluxe air-conditioned rooms. Standard rooms
cost $20 USD/night, and air conditioned rooms cost $40
USD/night (both mid season). Exotic’s in-house restau-
rant offers an ‘a la carte’ menu, with both local Filipino
and international cuisine. Their banana, mango, and
pineapple shakes are a taste to savor. Bottled water and
soft drinks are readily available.

How to get there

Fly with Philippine Airlines to Manilla and then to
Cebu. I found Philippine Airlines to be an excellent
carrier. If you arrive late in the day, you will need to
overnight in Cebu. In Cebu, you will be picked up by the
Exotic Dive Center and transferred to Malapascua by
mini bus and boat. The transfer takes about 3.5 hours
each way, but is most enjoyable, as you’ll see a lot of
street/village life along the way. Once you’re there, it’s
feet in the sand, lots of diving, and happy hour at
Exotic’s bar.

What to take

Camera, lots of film or digital disk space, and
batteries. Nicads can be charged overnight using
Exotic’s 24-hour power from it’s three generators.

How to book

Contact Lorenza, Dik, and Cora at the Malapascua
Exotic Island Dive Resort at telephone number
(63) (032) 437 0983 or cell 630 917 327 6689
Email: info@malapascua.net
Web: www.malapascua.net
Philippine Airlines, Sydney Office, Reservations:
Telephone  61 2 9279 2020
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The Sport KISS rebreather is possibly the most
unusual blend of simplicity and sophistication
that one can find in a closed circuit rebreather.
It comes standard with an automatic diluent
valve (ADV), something that the more com-

monly known rebreathers have only recently incorpo-
rated into their design. It has an open circuit/closed
circuit mouthpiece or “bailout mouthpiece,” something
that only the Cis- Lunar rebreather offered as standard. It
uses a truly triple redundant O2 monitoring system
where each display is totally isolated in its own case, is
powered by its own separate battery, and reads its own
isolated Teledyne K1D sensor. Failure of any one display,
battery, housing, or sensor will not affect the remaining
displays. The individual displays can be easily replaced in
a few minutes at a reasonable cost.

The oxygen control system is something that will
make the Luddites of the computer age very happy.
Rather than the current trend of multiple computer

processors with voting logic, semi-failsafe modes,
injection rate algorithms, flashing, vibrating, honking,
and squealing alarms, the KISS uses a simple thumb-
operated oxygen valve with a built-in metering orifice
that “leaks” oxygen into the breathing loop. It is a
system that Henry Fleuss would have been comfortable
using over 120 years ago.

The best description of this system is that it is a
“buffered, manually operated CCR.” In a completely
manual system, the diver must replace all of the oxygen
he consumes by pressing the oxygen add button. This
can be a fairly busy proposition especially in shallow
water and under high exertion conditions. In the KISS
rebreather, the metering orifice is feeding oxygen into
the breathing loop at a rate that is slightly below the
average metabolic rate of the diver. Normally, the flow
rate is set to a surface rate of around 0.7 liters per
minute by adjusting the inter-stage pressure on the
oxygen regulator. If you consume oxygen at the same

by Curt Bowen
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rate of 0.7 LPM, then as long as the depth is constant, you will never need
to press the oxygen add button. If the workload is less then the 0.7 LPM
rate, the PP02 will slowly increase. If the exertion rate exceeds the 0.7
LPM rate then the diver has to press the oxygen add button occasionally.

Because the metering orifice is a passive device and only adds
oxygen at a fixed rate, it is not a controller in any way. The diver still has
to monitor the oxygen displays every few minutes, decide if he believes
what they are telling him (voting logic), and take appropriate action to
maintain the desired set point. This isn’t a lot different than monitoring
the PP02 displays on a computer controlled rebreather. The only differ-
ence is that on the Kiss, you actually have to push the oxygen add button
once in a while to adjust the PP02, while on the computer controlled
rebreathers, you are just looking at the displays to make sure that the
computer is still working and hasn’t decided to go on strike (and try to kill
you). Paranoia and self-preservation are absolutely the best tools we have
for keeping the CCR diver alive.

The Sport Kiss uses a unique “biaxial” scrubber. All of the gas that
the diver uses in each breath makes two complete passes through the
scrubber bed. This results in very efficient CO2 removal partly due to the
double pass of the gas but also because the entire scrubber is maintained
at a higher temperature than in a normal axial scrubber. The breathing
resistance is comfortably low due to the short distance that the gas has to
travel through the scrubber on each inhale and exhale.

The scrubber is molded from polyethylene and has attachments on
the bottom for the two counterlungs and attachments on the top for the
breathing hose modules. These modules house the ADV and exhaust
valve on the right side and the sensors on the left side. Emptying the
scrubber is accomplished by removing the hose modules, removing the
Velcro strap securing the scrubber to the counterlung case, lifting the
scrubber and counterlungs out of the case, and dumping out the used
scrubber. The scrubber can be filled outside of the counterlung case or
reinstalled in the counterlung case and then filled through the large
openings where the hose modules attach.

Since the hose modules attach with a simple 90-degree turn, it is also
practical to have extra pre-filled scrubbers on hand and simply change the
entire scrubber for a fresh scrubber. Extra scrubbers are available and come
with a complete set of blanking plugs to keep them sealed until needed.

The counterlungs and scrubber are housed in a case, which can be
supplied in either stainless steel or aluminum. Inside the counterlung case
is an adjustable flap that is used to limit the expansion of the
counterlungs. The position of this flap allows the total counterlung
volume to be matched to the diver’s lung volume. By matching these
volumes, buoyancy changes caused by the expansion of the gas in the
loop during ascent can be dealt with by one firm exhalation, which pushes
all extra gas out through the exhaust valve. This greatly reduces the risk
of a runaway ascent, since the diver then only has to deal with his drysuit
or BC to maintain buoyancy.

Weight of the Sport Kiss is 45 pounds with a stainless steel
counterlung case and 38 pounds with an aluminum counterlung case.
Weights are with a full scrubber and full 13 cubic foot tanks. It does not
include a harness or BC. Any suitable “tech” BC with 11-inch center
boltholes will work. The 13 cubic foot tanks are attached with quick
release mounts and at present the only other tools needed for normal
dive preparation are a nut driver for the hose attachments and an Allen
wrench and jewelers screwdriver for calibrating the sensors. These tools
are supplied with the rebreather.
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a DSV:  Dive Surface Valve

b Oxygen Manual Add Valve with 15 Micron Filter

c ADV:  Automatic Diluent Valve

d Exhaust Valve

e Scrubber Container:  The scrubber container
holds 5 pounds of 4 – 8 Sofnolime.  It is rated
for 2.5 hours in cold water.

f Counterlungs:  The counterlungs are made from
Urethane Coated Nylon and are available in 2
sizes.  They attach to the scrubber container via
quick release connectors.

g Sensor Housing:  The sensor housing holds 3
K1D sensors.

h PPO2 Displays:  The displays are triple redun-
dant.  Each has it’s own housing, battery and
sensor.

i Diluent Tank & First Stage:  The Sport KISS is
compatible with either air or trimix as a diluent
gas.  The first stage is an Apeks DS4.  13 cuft
tanks are recommended.

j Oxygen Tank & First Stage:  The first stage is an
Apeks DS4.  13 cuft tanks are recommended.

k BCD Inflator Hose:  The BCD inflator hose is
plumbed to the diluent tank

l Bail-out Second Stage:  The bail-out second
stage is incorporated into the DSV.   To switch
from closed circuit to open circuit bail-out,
simply close the breathing loop.  The bail-out
second stage is plumbed to the diluent tank.
NOTE: The bail-out second stage is for getting a
sanity breath only.  Divers should carry a redun-
dant bail-out system for emergencies.

S p o r t  K I S S  R e b r e a t h e r  S c h e m a t i c

w w w. j e t s a m . c a
E-mail: info@jetsam.ca
Ph: 604-469-9176

Jetsam Technologies
2817 Murray Street
Port Moody, BC
V3H 1X3
Canada
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If the Cave Diving Group was considered to have
been conceived in Swildon’s Hole, then it was most
certainly nurtured and cradled in Wookey Hole,
where many great diving scenes have been
enacted, from light-hearted water romping to toil

and triumphant discovery — but also to grim tragedy.
The present extent of exploration represents the
greatest achievement of the CDG in Somerset, although
Gough’s Cave in Cheddar is running second. The
Wookey explorations that started in 1935 are still
progressing, albeit at a slow and intermittent pace. The
sharp end of the cave deep beyond Wookey 25 repre-
sents the very forefront of diving techniques and human
endeavor. It is felt that the equipment side of the equa-
tion has to catch up with the human side. Divers are
perfectly capable of diving and operating at such depths
and remoteness, but the use of cylinders is or has be-
come awkward and impractical. New equipment such as
rebreathers will have to be perfected. It is poignant to
note that Wookey explorations commenced with
rebreathers, and we have come full circle to start consid-
ering their use again for deep, remote cave diving. -
Michael McDonald, Somerset Sump Index (1991)

Wookey Hole is probably one of the most famous
caves in the UK. The source of the River Axe, it is the
resurgence for the combined waters from Swildon’s
Hole, Eastwater Swallet, St Cuthbert’s Swallet, and other
popular sporting caves. Steeped in history, the cave as
far as the fourth river chamber was known in Romano-
British times. Legends such as the “Witch of Wookey
Hole” surround the cave which is a popular tourist site
being operated as a show cave by circus impresario
Gerry Cottle. Explorations by the Cave Diving Group
using primitive base fed hardhat equipment culminated

in the discovery of the 5th, 6th, and 7th chambers by
Graham Balcombe and Penelope Powell in 1936. Using
oxygen rebreathers, the Ninth Chamber was reached in
1948 and this was opened to the general public by the
construction of a tunnel in the 1970’s so that divers
could now start from an advance base in Wookey 9
beneath the sound and light show above them.

The nomenclature of parts of Wookey Hole is
somewhat confusing. Beyond the show cave limits, a
single dive takes the diver by a choice of routes (the
roomier Deep Route or shorter Shallow Route) to the
exit for Chamber 20. Chambers 10, 11, 12 and 13 are
small air pockets, whereas 15–19 represent previous
limits of exploration. Wookey 20 is a large, off-route
fossil passage and the main water flow can be followed
to the next major airspace, Wookey 22, without surfac-
ing. Here, the main flow is lost although it is now known
that water enters Wookey 22 from a low inclined flooded
bedding plane that has been probed for some 80–100
meters in miserable conditions. In Wookey 22, the diver
must leave the water and dive into a static pool at the
far end (aided by the construction of permanent ladders
and a diving platform) to resurface in Wookey 23 that is
a flood overflow.

Muddy, arduous going through one or more (de-
pending on water levels) short, static sumps sees the
diver into Wookey 24 where the River Axe is met again
at “Sting Corner.” A brief swim and clamber up rocks
leads to a division in routes — either following the
stream along a rift or an easier way via a roped climb
into an oxbow (where there is an underground campsite)
to reunite at a large lake containing the sump to Cham-
ber 25. Another dive to here enters a small chamber
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with the way being down a steeply descending passage
to the limit of exploration — a low, gravel-filled restric-
tion at a depth of 67m first reached by the late Rob
Parker in 1985. This dive, using lightweight composite
cylinders of trimix took a week to conduct with the
support team, which included Rob Palmer and Bill Stone
camping underground. Despite probes by a number of
divers, Rob’s limit had proven impassible until now, and
the chances of further progress were not optimistic.
Recently, Gavin Newman made a film of the cave up to
the limit of exploration and cave divers were content to
see the “end” from the comfort of their sofas.

It was the ability to inspect the limit of the cave at
leisure that led Rick Stanton to believe that there might
be a way around the gravel blockage to one side. Vic
Cooper and David Haselden donated some cylinders
containing suitable gas mixtures for a dive and the pair
cached these in 22 during the Autumn of 2003 awaiting
the push dive. Unfortunately, access to Wookey Hole
was suspended until a change in insurance for all caving
activities in the UK was resolved. This gave Rick enough
time to build and test a streamlined rebreather which
could be worn on the diver’s side like conventional sump
diving cylinders rather than the more traditional
rebreathers which sit on the diver’s back and are imprac-
tical for use at such sites.

With the cave reopened for exploration, six months
later Nick Lewis, Ian Pinkstone, Duncan Price, Laura
Trowbridge, and John Volanthen assisted Rick and a
modest pile of gear into the cave on June 1st 2004.
Collecting the stashed gear in 22, good progress was
made to 24 where Ian and Duncan also had plans to go
as far as 25 in support. Unfortunately, the guideline was
broken at the elbow of the sump from 24 to 25 and only
Rick and Duncan had sufficient gas supplies to reach
Chamber 25. Here Duncan did a quick bounce dive to a
depth of 50 m to see the “end” for himself before Rick
overtook en route to explore further. Duncan retired to
the dismal gloom of airspace above to wait alone for
Rick’s return and assist him as required. An hour later
Rick surfaced to say that he’d passed a low arch off to
the right of the line, down the gravel slope, and through
a squeeze at the elbow of the sump and into an ongoing
phreatic tube with an ascending rift in the roof. The arch
passage bypassed the squeeze encountered by Rob
Parker in 1985.

With the way on apparently open, plans were made
to put Rick and John in the sump to progress further.
However, during a set up trip made by John and Ian on
June 6, they found that the guideline between 22 and 23
had been removed and the cylinders left in 24 had been
emptied! A local cave diver, name excluded, also had his
sights on the end of the cave and planned to employ an
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airlift (driven by over a mile of air hose) to excavate
the gravel squeeze. Feeling that his project was
being “poached” by Rick, he’d carried out a
deliberate act of sabotage. Over the
next 2 weeks the damage was put right
and sufficient equipment was carried
to 24 to allow two divers, Rick and
John, to pass the squeeze and
explore the passage beyond.

On June18, both divers were
efficiently escorted to Chamber 24
by Nick, Ian, and Duncan (Laura
having dropped out in Chamber
9 due to ear clearing problems).
Rick lead off followed by John
— the latter using a small chest
mounted rebreather, which
although less streamlined than
Rick’s was easily maneuvered in
small spaces. The roof-rift was
examined, but appeared to
close down at 48 m. Line was
laid down a two meter diam-
eter tube in a NE direction but
after a couple of turns, the
route ended in what appeared
to be a pot of about four
meters in diameter. The floor of
this pot was at a depth of just
over 70 m but was full of large
angular boulders through which
the current seemed to rise 70 m from Parker’s 1985
limit. Ian had to leave the cave early meaning that
Nick and Duncan had to do most of the work
getting the gear out.

The next trip took place on July 3. Again, Rick
and John were put in the water, supported by Andy
Chell, Jon Beal, Gary Jones, Nick, and Duncan. Their
intention was to take another look at the terminal
choke with a view to calling it a day, however the
divers surfaced optimistic that with the right gear
(lump hammer, metal bar, and lifting bag) the block-
age could be shifted. Rick’s shift pattern as a
firefighter dictated that the next trip took place on a
Monday so that only Andy, Jon, and Duncan were
available. Even so, on July 19, a cut-down team sent
Rick and John off. An hour later, Rick returned to say
that his rebreather was malfunctioning and he’d been
unable to get to the end. John came back after two
hours having managed to pull the key boulder out

only for it to slip back into place. With John and Rick off to
France for a cave diving expedition, the sherpas took a

much needed Summer break.

It was business as usual on
September 5, with the regulars Andy,

Jon, and Duncan, joined by Pete
Mulholland and Jo Wisely in support
of Rick and John. Rick was delayed
in Chamber 9 fixing his rebreather
but the divers were off from 24 in
good time, while Jo went out and
Pete had a look at where the water
went downstream from Sting
Corner. The boulder at the end of
the sump was moved aside enough
to enable John to back through with
Rick waiting on the other side.
Mindful of the awkward return,
John confirmed that the way on was
open beyond and squeezed back to
join Rick.

Just over two weeks later the
team from July 3 escorted the
divers to Chamber 24 once more.
Gavin Newman was also in atten-
dance with a video camera to

record the proceedings. Rick and
John were interviewed before they set

off, and the sherpas sat down for a hot
meal at camp. Duncan had another look at the

Sting Corner sump but found it too tight like others before
him. Rick and John came back after a couple of hours, very
cold but happy to have explored another 70 m of passage
which ascended to the lip of another pot at 59 m where it
was deemed prudent to return. Significantly, Rick and John
had reached 75 m and 76 m depth respectively making this
the deepest cave dive in the UK. More interviews followed,
and the team made a speedy exit to the usual beer (at Rick
and John’s expense) in the local pub where they chatted to
the owner’s son about their escapades.

The latest team visit to Wookey Hole took place on
September 29, 2004. At the cave, the press met the divers
where radio and TV interviews were given and celebratory
champagne was drunk (with the divers in their gear) in
Chamber 9. After the toast of “Chamber 26 and beyond!,”
and with Rick and John still being feted by the media, the
support divers slipped into the water for a slightly inebri-
ated swim.

www.Sump4.com
e-mail: Duncan@sump4.com
www.CaveDivingGroup.org.uk
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Text by Kevin Gurr
Photographs by Leigh Bishop

It all started with a simple email.
“Would we like to dive the

 Titanic?” The answer was obvious.
Actually the conversation had
started some months earlier in a

hotel suite in Park Lane London. We
were there with Hollywood director
James Cameron to discuss filming and
saturation dives on Titanic’s sister ship,
Britannic, but we never really thought
the invite would arrive.

Its mid June only a few days after
that email and Leigh Bishop, Carl
Spencer, and myself are on a plane to St. Johns in
Newfoundland. I could see the research ship
Akademik Mstislav Keldysh from the air on the way in.
A big white whale, almost the size of the iceberg just
out side the harbour entrance (icebergs in June! Could
this be an omen?).

St. John’s is one of those places you expect to see a
Polar bear rummaging amongst the dustbins. After a day
ashore, the ship was ready to depart. The Keldysh was
used as a marine research vessel by the Russians before
the Berlin wall fell and while still fulfilling that role also
relies on private charters from scientists and tourists

For two British deep wreck
divers a drop to the worlds
most famous shipwreck was
a dream come true, linked
into their own explorations

of Titanic’s sistership
Britannic, they where able
to make scientific compari-

sons. Deep Ocean ship-
wreck Photographer Leigh
Bishop joins them as Kevin
Gurr relates his and Carl

Spencer’s story.

alike to visit sites like the Titanic and
the mid-ocean geo-thermal vents. She
was also used by James Cameron to
gather much of the footage for his
movie ‘Titanic,’ the crew themselves
acting their own roll in the movie, as
Cameron himself says, “these guys are
the real deal.”

So here we were, a diving
instructor, a heating engineer, and a
fire fighter actually on route to the
worlds’ most famous shipwreck aboard
one of the industry’s most famous

ships. British deep wreck man Leigh Bishop was along
to work camera systems for us and Carl and myself
could look forward to a seat in the MIR submersibles,
two of only four deep diving submarines in the world. In
fact the Kelydsh is the only operation capable of launch-
ing two subs together. As if we didn’t feel out of place
enough, the guest list of scientists reads like a Nobel
Prize dinner entrance card. To be fair, we weren’t there
on a ‘jolly,’ this was a joint scientific expedition with
NOAA, so we had been assigned several experiments to
complete as well as wanting to visually identify certain
sections of the ship to assist us with our own planned
penetrations on Britannic.
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The Russian crew were fantastic and seemed to appear from
everywhere, you never saw the same face twice. All 120 of them
were very cheerful and helpful but mostly non-English speaking,
so briefings and other discussions such as what you want for lunch
had a surreal air to them. More than once, Leigh even resorted to
pointing at what he wanted on the menu only to get something
completely different. Potentially, the non-communication would
continue into the dives them selves, as two of us at a time would be
with a Russian-speaking pilot in each MIR submersible. Carl was
seen frantically copying down Russian phrases for practice during
the 12-hour dive we were scheduled to have. He seemed keen to
know what ‘where is the water coming from’ was in Russian.

Two days later, we arrived at the site. Lying in bed, waking up
after the incomprehensible Russian roll call, I was aware that the
ship had stopped. I immediately had a sense of eeriness. This
became more marked as I noticed we were on a flat calm sea
shrouded by fog, somehow a poignant reminder of the 1500 souls
who lost their lives on that calm April night.

Today was submersible briefing day when we would meet our
pilot and get our first look into the MIRs. The MIR submersibles
are a triumph of technology, capable of reaching depths in excess
of 6500 m / 21,300 ft (the Titanic is at a comforting 3750 m /
12,303 ft or 2.5 miles!). Each MIR comprises a pressure sphere
with a theoretical crush depth of 12,000 m / 39,370 ft and is
approximately 2.5 m / 8.2 ft in diameter and capable of carrying a
crew of three. However, if you are claustrophobic don’t volunteer.
The crew sphere is a mass of electrical fittings and camera gear
and instantly reminded us of an Apollo space capsule. It felt like
there would probably just about be enough room for our sand-
wiches and us. In theory, a three-man crew can survive for 100
hours on the life support, which comprises a CO2 absorbent pack
and an oxygen injection unit. Our dive was planned for approxi-
mately seven hours on the bottom with a further five hours spent
ascending and descending, the mission would comprise several
tasks as well as our own Britannic comparison agenda. As the day
wore on, I think we all began to feel just how privileged we were
to be apart of this expedition.
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The Kelydsh is basically a scientific operation, unfortu-
nately no longer funded by the Russian government, it still
manages to do vital science all around the world. However,
it’s ability to function as a scientific ship is almost entirely
funded today by private charters, either from scientific
organizations or through ‘tourist’ dives like some of those
undertaken on Titanic. This is a shame as the MIR design is
cable of exploring nearly 80% of the world’s oceans but will
not continue to do so without funding.

Dive day
Prior to the dives, fluid and food intake levels are care-

fully monitored, as there are limited toilet facilities in the
MIRs. Carl and I were to be in MIR 2. As we watched MIR 1
being launched, I found the ships hero, the O-ring guy. One
Russian, straight out of a Marx Brother’s movie was carefully
preparing the main hatch O-ring. If that failed, it would hurt.
In reality, the O-ring is only designed to work for a limited
depth and the hatch design relies on a precision face-face
metal seal, but it was still nice to see him take the care.

Now it was our turn, big smiles and handshakes all around
as we go through the final safety briefs. Our pilot was to be
Eugeny Chernyaev or ‘Genya,’ one of the most experienced
submersible pilots in the world with over 200 on Titanic alone.
In side the tiny sphere, Genya closed the hatch. No turning

back now, not that we wanted to, neither of us knew the
Russian for ‘I’ve changed my mind’ anyway.

At 10:13 AM on June 29, 2003, one of the most
memorable dives of our lives began. As the sub hit the
water, I could visualize the ‘Cowboy’ outside jumping
onto the sub to release the winch cable. A nice job in
calm seas but when it is rough these fearless Russians
have all the skill of a rodeo rider and are often com-
pletely submerged while trying to connect and discon-
nect the MIR. This release ritual by the ‘Cowboys’ is
dramatically filmed in Cameron’s new 3D Titanic movie
‘Ghosts of the Abyss.’
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At 100 m / 330 ft, the light goes out, we
are falling at 30 m / 100 ft per minute. In four
minutes I have passed the deepest depth I have
dived in the sea. At 10:52 and 1000 m / 3280 ft
down, the water temperature has dropped to
4.2º C / 40º F. Looking out of the 20 cm / 8 inch
thick acrylic window, I can see phosphorescent
plankton shooting by like tiny rockets. At 2000
m / 6,500 ft, the temperature is 3.1º C / 38º F
and the outside pressure is 200 bar / 2900 psi.
Radio communication to the surface sounds just
like an Apollo mission with multiple acoustic
echoes. At 12:25 PM, the echo sounder shows
100 m / 330 ft to go as we start to correct our
descent, condensation drips from the inside of
the sub, and I’m sure both of us have sneaked a
secret glance at the hatch by now. Genya seems
unconcerned. At 12:29 PM, a flat, silty bottom
comes into view; pure white brittle stars litter
the seabed. MIR 1 is also down and making her
way to the Titanic. The mid ocean currents have
pushed us 1 km away from the wreck. Genya explains
calmly that the navigation system has crashed, we are
temporarily blind, 3780 m / 12,400 ft down. This was
beginning to feel like Hollywood! Finally, the transpon-
ders come on line, and we slowly make our way to the
wreck. Carl and I are each glued to a view port.

Titanics’ bow comes into view. MIR 1 is shrouding the
forecastle in light. I have dived hundreds of wrecks but
watching the ‘MIR ballet’ make this even more special.
Both subs glide within a meter of each other as we go
about our separate missions. Titanic is broken in two just
aft of number three funnel and right between the boilers
and the engines. The stern is 600 m / 2000 ft away. The
bridge structure is gone and the telemotor stands alone
almost as a memorial.

Titanic is alive and slowly being eaten. At this depth,
colonies of microbes, which in shallower water have too
much competition, are dominant. Titanic is covered in
rusty icicles or ‘rusticles.’ Initially thought to be mas-
sive chemical decay, they have proved to be microbe
colonies, which are slowly eating the ship. The mi-
crobes are a complete science in themselves, which is
why several science researchers come to the site. They
have anti-bacterial properties, environmental applica-
tions (such as clearing up oil slicks), and can even
produce usable energy.

After several hours cruising the bow, we glide to the
stern. The debris field is littered with reminders of the
human interaction with the ship, shoes and plates all
perfectly preserved. The stern is smashed, debris is
everywhere, and the main engines tower four stories
high, the only recognisable feature. Piloting the MIR
between the engines, we attempt to locate a watertight
door. Having never seen one, we wanted to visually
identify it before attempting swimming penetrations to
locate them on Britannic. Moving between the leviathan
engines is like going through a portal guarded by two
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massive Sphinxes. MIR 2 starts to collide with wreckage
and we have to abort our penetration or risk becoming
another artefact.

At 19:14 PM, it is time to leave. I now realise that
I can’t feel my legs. Carl looks like he could even eat
at McDonalds as his repeated requests for food
have fallen on deaf ears. Finally, Genya succumbs
and produces a picnic. The deepest dinner we have
ever had.

MIR 1 left 2 hours ago and we are alone. Genya
turns the lights off as we start our silent return to the
daylight. We must have shot a thousand photos; if one
comes out we’ll all be happy. Two and a half-hours later
we break surface in the dark. The duty ‘cowboy’ locks
on, and we sway around in the increasing swell.
Secured back to the deck, we power down and the
hatch opens. What do you say when you have just
dived the Titanic, how do you greet the world again?
It is almost like going on stage. Amidst much cheering
and clapping, we emerge. Mission complete and truly
a day to remember.



Captain Samuel Nelson was sleeping fitfully.
The smell of wood smoke permeated the air
and his lungs were raspy because of it. It
was late September; a prime time of year
for intense logging on the coast of British

Columbia and the slash burning that went along with it.
In fact, the smoke had been so thick on this voyage that
it seemed to even make the blackness of the night more
deep than it really was. He had been concerned enough
that night that he had personally taken his vessel, the
122 foot cargo steamship, the Capilano, through
Malaspina Strait, between Texada Island and the main-
land, worried that in the poor conditions she might run
aground or worse. Finally, once the ship had made it
past Scotch Fir Point, he had turned things over to the
second mate and stumbled down to his cabin for some
much needed rest.

Shortly thereafter, around 9:25 PM, the Capilano
struck a submerged object. The slight lurch that was felt
was not enough to awaken the Captain, and most of the
crew thought they had simply struck a log, a common
enough occurrence off a coast dominated by the logging
industry. Apparently, no one thought enough of it to
send below for the Captain. Minutes later, however, he
leapt from his bunk when he heard the blast of the ship’s
whistle and the incredibly short echo off of nearby land
— a mere 5 seconds! Dashing into the wheelhouse,
Captain Nelson hollered at the helmsman to “haul her to

the westward….Port!” Peering into the sooty blackness,
no one could see even a dim outline of the peril they had
seemingly avoided. Unbeknownst to Captain Nelson and his
crew, however, the Capilano had received her deathblow.

The ship was turned toward Vanada, a small port
around two miles away, and upon arrival there, the
Captain and his 16-man crew examined the Capilano
from bow to stern. No leaks were found and nothing
seemed amiss. Perhaps it really HAD been a log —
perhaps they really HAD missed the jagged rocks they
had come so close to in the darkness. Captain Nelson
decided to continue the voyage, and the Capilano
steamed out of Vananda sometime around 11:00 PM.
Now, in 1915, after a long and successful history,
carrying both passengers and freight for the Union
Steamship Company, the Capilano and her Master, had a
reputation to uphold.

Sometime around 1:30 AM, while struggling with
rain and a strong southeasterly wind, it was realized that
that Capilano was listing heavily to port. Once again the
ship was examined and the entire crew was stunned to
find that there was already two feet of water in the
lower hold that was steadily rising. Later, it would be
speculated that the “submerged object” the ship had
struck had in fact been a submerged rock and that part
of that rock was carried away embedded in the hull like
a cork. The rock apparently had worked its way out of
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the hole in the hull when the ship had encountered
rough conditions. At the time it was happening, though,
all the Captain and crew knew was that water was
rushing in and they had no means of stopping it.

In a desperate attempt to save his ship, Captain
Nelson turned her toward the port of Campbell River,
hoping against hope that she would stay afloat long
enough to reach it. It was not to be. As tons of water
gushed into the ship, she waddled along with the wind
and waves and her cargo became unstable, heavy
gasoline drums crashing back and forth within the hold
as the Capilano rolled back and forth. Conditions
became so fearful that the crew ultimately abandoned
ship around 3:00 AM in a large lifeboat. According to
the testimony of the Captain and crew, the Capilano
finally plunged to the bottom around 5:30 AM, her lights
still blazing into the darkness and her whistle giving one
last mournful blast.

She lay undisturbed until 1972. That year a fisher-
man pulled up a piece of wreckage and happened to
mention it to a friend that just happened to be a diver.
Shortly thereafter, he and his buddy investigated and
found one of the most beautiful cold-water wrecks they
had ever seen lying in about 130 FSW. For years, the
location of the Capilano was kept a closely guarded
secret but gradually more and more divers became
aware of its location. Still, even to this day, it can at

times be difficult to try to squeeze information out from
a local about the wreck’s location. I had heard about the
Capilano for years and had finally made up my mind to
dive her, driving up in the Fall to Vancouver Island with
my buddy, John “Sparky” Campbell, to dive the wreck
and photograph her. We had made arrangements to
meet our friends Bill Coltart and Sharon Moran at their
dive shop, Pacific Pro Dive in Courtenay, BC, one of the
premier technical dive shops in British Columbia.
Basically, the plan was that Bill would take us out to the
grave of the Capilano and drop us on her. As I men-
tioned in a previous article (BC Wreck Trek in ADM # 16),
after a long, nasty wet trip from Hell, we staggered into
our hotel in Courtenay late at night and stumbled out of
bed to meet Bill the next morning.

Following him down to the marina, we were intro-
duced to Vel Wilson, a fine and fascinating lady with a
taste for both motorcycles and wreck diving, who would
be dropping down to the wreck with us as a tour guide
while Bill played lounge lizard up on the boat. As Bill
turned the bow eastward past the breakwater, a lone
Bald Eagle stood atop the mast of one of the sailboats,
staring at us as we passed by. Vel, Sparky, and I
hunkered down, discussed the wreck, and planned out
the dives. Both Vel and Bill had almost a reverent look
on their faces when they spoke about the wreck, and
that fact gave me a faint glimmer of what we were to
see. As I began to assemble my gear, I felt myself
growing more and more excited.

As Martha Stewart would say — “GPS…it’s a GOOD
thing” — and it didn’t take Bill long to place us directly
over the wreck. Surface conditions looked amazing and
the potential for good visibility was bright. As we
finished the last of our gear preparations, Bill called our
attention to some porpoises playing in the distance,
hoping that they would come over to be our companions
on the dive, but it was not to be. The sun glistened off
the snow on distant peaks and danced along the water
as we stepped toward the dive platform at the stern.
Unlike the previous night, the wind was virtually non-
existent and only a few cotton-ball clouds looked down
at us from an emerald-blue sky. With a quick stride, I was
off the stern and splashing into the green water, which
looked almost fluorescent in the bright rays of the sun.
“Not a bad day, eh?” said Bill as he squatted down to
hand me my camera, and seconds later the three of us
sank quickly into the depths, grinning in anticipation.

Vel in the lead, we plunged down the line and within
seconds I could begin to see the ghost-like form of the
wreck, enshrouded with billowy white, plumose sea
anemones along her entire length. The cotton-like
appearance of the anemones grew increasingly pro-
nounced as we dropped further, their brightness almost
seeming to glow against the emerald green of the
surrounding water.
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The wreck sits upright on a flat, sandy bottom,
almost as if she was still steaming along. The wooden
parts, such as the wheelhouse and the deck, have long
since rotted away, but everything else is relatively intact,
just completely overgrown with invertebrates of every
type, species, and hue. We initially arrived at the stern,
almost unrecognizable as such because of the continu-
ous coating of huge anemones until looking  we at the
basic shapes underneath. Huge lingcod abound on the
wreck, laying on the ledges formed by her structure as if
laying claim to them, moving only when a diver gets too
close for comfort. One in particular caught my eye —
she was resting atop a gorgeous Cloud Sponge attached
to the side of the ship as if on a throne. It was a photo
opportunity made in heaven, and the shots that I took of
her on that dive are now some of my most treasured
images. Rockfish also abound on the wreck, many of
them of tremendous age and size — we saw one old
Methuselah Yelloweye Rockfish that was the largest I
had ever seen. Juveniles of all species darted around the
wreck, staying amongst the stalks of the anemones to
avoid becoming the snack of their larger cousins.

With the decking long since gone, the ship’s engines
and boiler are clearly visible and completely intact.
Individual compartments, including the crew quarters
and galley, are recognizable and completely open, as are
the holds, which still contain remnants of the Capilano’s
cargo, huge gasoline drums and coal. Moving farther
toward the bow, we encountered many more fascinating
structures, such as winches, each coated with marine
growth and at times almost unrecognizable. Periodically,
we would find a Chimney sponge protruding from the
hull, usually with a juvenile Rockfish sitting inside. Other
sponges and hydroids abound on the wreck, adding to
its almost “fuzzy” appearance. As we drifted southward
in the direction of the bow, we would spook resident

Lingcod, and with a flick of their monstrous tails they
would dart down into the bowels of the ship like torpe-
does, a few flecks of silt settling in the water marking
where they had been only moments earlier. Approaching
the bow, we found that it appears to be the gathering
place for a local cloud of both Quillback and Copper
Rockfish, all of them facing into the current as if riding
the crest of a bow wave from the ship.

Snapping off my last few shots, I glanced at my
gauges and realized that it was time to turn the dive.
The team turned as one and glided silently past the
ghostly hull and back toward the ascent line and our
decompression. Even though we were planning a second
dive, as we began the slow ascent, I found my eyes
constantly being drawn downward toward the wreck still
absorbing its raw beauty. It was a feeling that lasted
until I had to squint to see its outline — a feeling that I
wanted to keep.

Special thanks to the Underwater Archaeological
Society of British Columbia for their able assistance in
researching the historical portions of this article.

Contacts:

Pacific Pro Dive, Courtenay, BC
1-877-800-DIVE
www.scubashark.com

Coast Westerly Hotel, Courtenay, BC
1-800-668-7797
www.coastwesterlyhotel.com
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Page 53 Top Photo: ADM
Team member Sparky
Campbell approaches the
stern of the wreck, the
beam of his light dancing
off hundreds of anemones.

Left Page: A large Ling
Cod delicately balances
thrown-like upon a Cloud
Sponge protruding from
the wreckage.

Right: Near the bow, a
school of Copper Rockfish
point their noses into the
current as if riding a wave.
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With advances in modern technology, mankind has
successfully thwarted many of Mother Nature’s
attempts to sink sea-going vessels. Improved
weather forecasting, real-time satellite imagery, and
radar allow mariners to avoid most threatening

storms. Yet, ever so often, Mother Nature spawns a tempest and
ambushes unsuspecting vessels unfortunate enough to cross
her merciless path. One such storm occurred off Florida in early
October 1992.

The rapid two-day blitzkrieg raced through the Gulf of Mexico,
pouncing on the freighter Holstein. The M/V Holstein was a 1,859-
ton, 255-foot long freighter built in 1962. On October 2, 1992, she
departed Pensacola carrying a cargo of 2,000 tons of bagged corn
flour. Later that day, she encountered a rapidly building storm
packing brutal 90 mile-per-hour winds. Besieged by 30-foot seas, the
freighter began to founder approximately 100 miles off the Florida
west coast.

It was reported that a bulkhead on a bunker tank stove-in,
leading to her sinking in under one hour. Forced to abandon ship,
the 14 crewmembers were alarmed to find a 14-year old Haitian
stow-away. Initially, the boy did not want to jump ship. “I had to
make him jump off the ship and then jump off after him and make
sure he did not drown,’’ stated crewman Carlos Ortega. “I had to
grab him by the neck to keep him out of the water. I did not have
time to think about anybody but the boy.”

Fortuitously, the U.S. Navy mine countermeasures ship U.S.S.
Defender was en route from Key West to Pensacola to test naviga-
tional equipment when it picked up a distress signal from the sinking
freighter. With the Holstein quickly sinking, the Defender sped for
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the freighter’s location. As they approached the
last reported position of the distressed vessel, the
Defender noted a slick on the surface of the water
created by the Holstein’s cargo of corn flour.
During the sinking, countless bags of flour broke
open that tinged the dark Gulf a lighter shade of
blue, creating a trail directly to the location of the
sunken Holstein. Approximately an hour after the
initial distress call, the Defender spotted a flare in
the early morning hours of October 3. Some of the
survivors were found in a lifeboat, others clung to
an overturned raft, while one crewmember was
located clutching four bags of flour. A U.S. Coast
Guard helicopter rescued three other
crewmembers.

The final resting place of the Holstein was
marked with a continuing stream of flour bags that
leaked up from the wreck for months following the
sinking, thus explaining its local name, “Flour
Wreck,” that fishermen bestowed upon her. The
freighter came to rest on her starboard side in 200
feet of water. Due to both the wreck’s depth and
its distance from shore, the Holstein is rarely
visited by divers.

For those that possess the necessary skills and
experience and who are willing to take the long
journey to the wreck, the Holstein is a fantastic
dive. As the freighter is a fairly recent addition to
the seafloor, the wreck is intact and in excellent
condition. The port side hull is first encountered at
approximately 160 feet. A thin veneer of sediment
and marine growth covers it, but the lines of the
vessel are still readily apparent. Surfaces of the
vessel not directly exposed to current, such as the
now vertical deck, are heavily encrusted with
oysters and other invertebrate species. Two large
masts stretch out from the wreck and run parallel
over the sand into the distance. Swimming into the
gaping maw of the large forward cargo holds,
divers can still find the remains of numerous flour
bags that once comprised the Holstein’s cargo.

Heading aft, the bridge and superstructure are
eventually encountered. The vessel’s running lights,
as well as numerous cage lamps, can be found on
the exterior bulkheads of the superstructure.
Several of the forward facing bridge windows have
been knocked out, allowing easy entrance into the
bridge. Unfortunately, the bridge is largely gutted
and in massive disarray: the interior bulkheads
have deteriorated and collapsed down to the
starboard side of the wreck, with only curtains of
wire and cable remaining. Gauges and other
artifacts can be found amongst this litter, but much
of the equipment is modern and cheaply manufac-
tured. Because most divers typically ignore the
Holstein, artifacts in other areas of the ship are
abundant; only a small handful of individuals have
penetrated the freighter’s interior.
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Railing still adorns the perimeter of the wreck.
Swimming towards the stern, numerous hatches permit
access to the interior. Divers can follow rows of port-
holes aft until eventually encountering the large single
screw on the terminus of the sloping hull. Crossing back
over to the upper decks, machinery and booms provide
a unique scene near the fantail, while large hawser lines
float 50 feet upwards from the wreck. These lines used
to float on the surface for several years, which helped to
expedite the location of the wreck.

While the wreck itself is relatively new to the local
marine ecosystem, it supports healthy assemblages of
fish species. Schools of circling amberjack accompany
divers during their visit, while large gag (grouper) and
red snapper can be found around the base of the wreck.
A few solitary Goliath grouper have been observed,
unusual given the extreme distance from their typical
shallow, preferred habitat. Also of note are numerous
queen angelfish and swarms of butterfly fish that
present the illusion that one is visiting a shallow tropical
reef instead of a deep shipwreck over 100 miles out in
the Gulf of Mexico.

Michael C. Barnette is the Founder and Director of the
Association of Underwater Explorers (http://uwex.us), a
coalition of divers dedicated to the research, explora-
tion, documentation, and preservation of submerged
cultural resources. Employed as a marine ecologist with
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), he recently published Shipwrecks of the
Sunshine State: Florida’s Submerged History, which
offers an extensive and comprehensive cross-section of
Florida shipwreck narratives.
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The phone rang at a point in my day when I
was up to my eyeballs in spreadsheets and
data. Moments before, I had paused to look

up at some of the underwater photos on my office
wall and tried to mentally transport myself away
from my surroundings but to no avail. The ring of
the phone crashed me back to reality.

There was some hope, though — it was my
friend and ADM Publisher Curt Bowen on the other
end. “John, are you available to go to Bonaire in
June?” Just that quickly my world turned.

Several weeks later I found myself striding
down the ramp from an AirJamaica jet onto the
tarmac of the tiny Bonaire International Airport and
pointing my nose toward the immigration desk, a
massive grin on my face and passport in hand. In
what seemed like mere moments, I had been
greeted by a young lady with a wonderful smile,
had my documents checked, and snatched up my
gear bags on my way to find a cab. At the curb was
a tall, smiling gentleman with a hand-held sign that
read “Mr. John Rawlings - Advanced Diver Maga-
zine.” I said, “that would be me—are you one of
the cab drivers on the list?” His response was, “No
sir, my name is Rolando! I’m from Tourism Corpora-
tion Bonaire, and I’ll be your personal driver and
guide for the week!” Rolando proved to be an
excellent and extremely knowledgeable companion

Story and photos by John Rawlings

with a passion for his native island, as well as a
good friend. He was the first of many joyful sur-
prises I was to have on this remarkable island of
beauty and adventure.

Just over five centuries ago, the island of
Bonaire was first sighted by European eyes on
September 6, 1499, from the deck of a Spanish ship
navigated by Amerigo Vespucci, a man whose name
would be forever linked to that of the “New World”
– the Americas. The island, some 50 miles off the
coast of Venezuela, was at the time sparsely
inhabited by Arowak speaking Caiquetio Indians
drawn there for the fishing. It is from the original
Arowak word, “Bojnaj,” that Bonaire takes its
name, meaning “low land.” The Caiquetios were
the first people to realize the unique value of the
underwater treasure that is Bonaire. With a com-
pletely different view of things, the Spanish instead
saw the commercial value of the island — first in
the rich “dye-wood” trees and later in one of the
greatest commercial necessities of the age – salt.
Forced to work for the colonists as slaves, it wasn’t
long before the remaining Indians fled to the
Venezuelan mainland, leaving the Spanish without a
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workforce in a brutally hot, decidedly non-European
climate. The solution to their problem that they
arrived at was the import of African slaves, genera-
tions of whom were forced to toil in the glaring
sun under unbelievably harsh conditions. To this
day, some of the slave huts are preserved at the
Southern end of the island as a monument to those
brutal times.

Over the centuries, the island changed hands many times. Along
with the Spanish, the Portuguese, the Dutch, the French, and the
English all taking their turn in control — the pure salt produced on
Bonaire making the island extremely valuable to international
commerce. Ultimately, however, it was the Dutch that held final sway,
and to this day the island of Bonaire is governed by the Kingdom of
the Netherlands as part of the Netherlands Antilles. As such, Bonaire
has a decidedly Dutch flair yet with the spice of the huge number of
races and cultures over the centuries mixed in. Dutch is the official
language, yet everywhere you go you hear “Papiamentu” being
spoken, a delightful mixture of each of the many languages that are
part of the history of the island.

Salt is still exported, but it is far from being the economic
powerhouse it was in the past. Tourism has taken its place as the
greatest economic force for the island. Over 65,000 tourists per year
come to Bonaire and over 40,000 of those are divers. The people of
Bonaire know this well, and I have never felt more welcome at any of
the destinations I have visited, being greeted with smiles and waves
whether I was walking alone down a street in the port city of
Kralendijk or buzzing down a dirt road in search of Flamingos. The
people of Bonaire prize their island, taking care to see that all
aspects of it are bright, exciting, and clean for their guests to enjoy.

That beautiful pride does not disappear at the water’s edge.

Before one can dive in Bonaire’s waters, a visitor must take an
orientation class on marine preservation and receive a Marine Park
tag. Prior to taking the class, I thought it would simply be a waste of
time and a BS formality, but I was quickly disabused of that notion
within the first few minutes. The presentation was exciting, well
thought out and to the point — emphasizing the natural beauty of
the surrounding reef system and the need to preserve it with a strict
“look but don’t touch” policy and an emphasis on buoyancy skills.
Everyone I spoke with on the island was clearly serious about this,
and on my very first dive, on the hotel reef a quick stroll from my
room, I could clearly see why. In many locations throughout the
world, a typical “hotel reef” is generally a plundered and shattered
pile of rubble from thousands of unthinking divers and snorkelers
over-using and over-touching it over a period of years. Not so here!
It was obvious to me within moments as I plunged downward past
intact and healthy coral formations of all shapes, types, and colors
that Bonaire’s policy of emphasizing the preservation of their reef
system has paid huge dividends. Other islands and nations would do
well to take note of this and follow Bonaire’s lead.

Shore diving is common on Bonaire and the vast majority of dive
sites can be reached by car. In fact, it is quite common for visiting
divers to rent a truck or van, load it up with tanks in the morning at
their hotel dive shop, and then drive and dive all day, bringing back
the tanks in the evening while picking up a few more for a night dive
or two. Only the dive sites off Klein Bonaire, a smaller island immedi-



ately off the west coast of Bonaire, are only reachable
by boat and there are numerous charter operations,
many affiliated with dive shops and hotels, ready
willing, and able to take you there. All of the dive sites
accessible from the shore are designated with small
yellow-painted boulders marked with the unique name
of each location, each name spawned from the fertile
imaginations of local divers over the years. Each site

also has a mooring buoy so that no one will need to even
consider dropping an anchor onto the reef — a crime in Bonaire.
Dive guides and maps showing all of the dive site locations are
available all over the island and even a “directionally chal-
lenged” diver should be able to find their way around with ease.

Since the vast majority of tourism dollars arrives in the
pockets of divers, it comes as no surprise that dozens and
dozens of professional dive operations exist on Bonaire with
solid staff as well as well-maintained boats and equipment.
While I was searching for the more adventurous dives that were
available, it was clear to me that there is more than enough
beauty and wonder here for all types and levels of divers, from
those getting their first certification while on vacation to those
with a nose for wrecks or wanting to plunge down the deepest
walls. Of my many dives, two in particular are etched into my
memory and will not be soon forgotten. One was the wreck of
the Mairi Bahn, called “the Windjammer” by the locals. I de-
scribed her previously in our last issue, ADM # 17, and she is one
of the most beautiful wrecks in this hemisphere, deep and
coated with a rainbow of sponges and black corals. The second
dive was a night dive on the Town Pier. Known worldwide for its
prolific macro life, Bonaire’s Town Pier was a dive that I had
anticipated for years. I dived with Jackson Winklaar, a
Divemaster for Toucan Diving and new friend that I had met
during the week who has a well-known reputation for spotting
unique and tiny critters. I was at first appalled at the sheer
number of divers at the site when we arrived, but Jackson calmly
told me not to worry — he would lead the way and keep ahead
of the “mob.” True to his word, we moved out at a steady pace,
just ahead of the first beams of light from those behind us, both
of us searching the huge pilings for macro subjects and grinning
into our regulators whenever we found one. Frogfish, hermit
crabs, small morays, and tiny critters of all kinds abounded, and
it was not long before I had the shots I wanted and had reached
the end of the roll. As we turned back toward shore, the black-
ness was occasionally split by darting beams of light from other
divers searching for their subjects, almost seeming like instanta-
neous bolts of lightning against a dark sky. A small Green Sea
Turtle kept pace with us, following just slightly above and
dancing in our ascending bubbles as if playing with a set of balls.

Technical diving is fast becoming a draw in Bonaire. One
wonders why it has taken so long since virtually all of the dive
sites take the form of an ever-steepening underwater slope on
which divers can reach virtually any depth desired, especially off of
Klein Bonaire. The different species of coral are constantly chang-
ing with depth, gradually giving over to increased numbers and
types of sponges. Two of the best sites are Karpata, which is a
steep wall coupled with drops and shelves that is at its best
between 180 and 250 FSW, and Red Slave, which used to be an
area where they moored the salt ships. Here there are anchors and
ballast stones scattered everywhere between 165 and 250 FSW,
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adding the spice from hundreds of years of history to the dive. Couple this
vast array of gorgeous and potentially deep reef sites with the Windjammer
and other wrecks, and you have a marvelous recipe for a tech diving Mecca.

I was able to locate two major operations that are geared up to work
with technical divers – Toucan Diving and Rec Tec Scuba. I found both
operations to be professional and able to point me in the right direction
regarding site locations. A brief description of what each offers the traveling
technical diver follows:

Toucan Diving, which is located where I stayed at the fantastic Plaza
Resort Bonaire, has two technical instructors, Luciano Suarez and Martijn
Eichhorn, both offering a wide variety of instruction that keeps expanding.
They are affiliated with PADI’s TecRec DSAT as well as with IANTD, and have
a variety of doubles and stage bottles available for rental, as well as other

equipment. Their operation can deliver any gas that may be required,
although they request a two week notice prior to arrival since gases

arrive on the island only twice a week by ship from Curacao.
Draeger Rebreathers are available as well as training for them.
Between the two instructors they speak fluent Spanish, Portu-
guese, German, French, Dutch, and English. They are willing to
instruct, work with, or dive with either groups or individual divers.
Luciano and Martijn can be reached at tec@toucandiving.com.

Walt Stark operates Rec Tek Scuba, which is affiliated with
Captain Don’s Habitat, although he will teach and dive anywhere
on the island. Rec Tec Scuba has numerous sets of doubles and
stage bottles available and offers all TDI courses with the exception
of Cavern and Cave training, (since Cave diving is currently not

“advisable” on Bonaire). Virtually anything in the way of gas is
available through Walt’s operation and he too will work with

individuals or groups. Walt has full sets of technical gear
available, including wings, regulators, plates, reels, bags, and
Nitek He computers. As with Toucan Diving, Rec Tec Scuba
offers the use of Draeger Rebreathers as well as training in
their use. No other type of rebreather unit can be repaired or
maintained, but he will fill all other types of units and will
provide both support and site guidance. Walt can be reached
at info@rectekscuba.com.

Much as I wished it could have been avoided, my
day of departure finally arrived. Rolando and I spent some
time on the way to the airport sitting down to a local meal of
barbecued goat with all the fixings. Clearly in love with his

island, its history and its people, he had proven to be an
excellent host and companion as we had darted about
the island in his van chasing perfect shots of flamingoes,
iguanas, donkeys, viewpoints and whatever else hap-

pened to cross our path. I shall remember his friendship
and I shall remember his Bonaire — an island of great joy,

great beauty and some of the most gorgeous diving it has
ever been my pleasure to experience.

Contacts:
Toucan Diving: www.toucandiving.com
Rec Tek Scuba: www.rectekscuba.com

Plaza Resort Bonaire: www.plazaresortbonaire.com
Captain Don’s Habitat: www.habitatdiveresorts.com/bonaire

Tourism Corporation Bonaire: www.infobonaire.com
Air Jamaica: www.airjamiaca.com
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In August, Curt Bowen and I attended Zero Gravity
in Grand Cayman, which fuelled my interest in
training on a closed circuit rebreather (C.C.R.). But
which rebreather? I'd seen so many. At DEMA, I
visited most of the rebreather stands trying to

decide which one to try. Eventually, I ended up at the
Inspiration booth. I explained to them that I was uncom-
fortable about trying their rebreather because of the
bad press that they had experienced over the past few
years. In the end, I spent about an hour with them and
became convinced that perhaps it was unjustified press.

After deciding to train on the Inspiration, I needed
someone to teach me to dive the unit. John Garvin of
O2 Technical Diving in the Turks and Caicos Islands was
the final choice. He has been diving the Inspiration since
1998, was taught by Dave Thompson, the guy who
designed it, has the most hours on the unit, and has
certified the main U.S.A. dealers of Silent Diving Sys-
tems as well as many of TDI staff.

O2 Technical Diving is based at Big Blue Unlimited
on the northeast point of Provodenciales in Leeward
Marina. It’s the only technical dive operation in the Turks
and Caicos Islands, and they have a great working
relationship with Big Blue Unlimited. They specialize in
small groups, usually no more than eight on the big boat
and groups of four on the smaller boats.

Day one of the course starts with an overview of the
work ahead and a comprehensive history of rebreathers
and how they developed over the years. We then looked
at the theory of rebreathers as well as which rebreathers
are currently available, including their differences and
then spent an hour or so learning how to assemble an
Inspiration. For a seemingly complex machine, it is
remarkable how easy it is to put together. John insisted
that we write our own notes on how to assemble the
rebreather, as it would help us to remember the correct
sequence of events. I thought that it would work as a
great ‘cheat sheet’ for the many other times we would
have to rebuild the unit over the forthcoming week.
Finally, after lunch we dived the Inspiration. The moment
of truth, even if it is in a pool.

By ADM Staff Writer and Photographer Cass Lawson
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In the pool, the harness and wing were reminis-
cent of my old Buddy Commando BCD and felt
familiar already. John Garvin advised us to try to dive
the unit without any extra weight, however I needed
a few extra pounds.

The initial skills included mouthpiece removal and
replacement, switching to the bailout regulator, and
the right–side victory roll to drain any incoming
water. We were allowed another 30 minutes to
practice low PPO2 emergency drills.

Day two took us to the ocean for our second
confined water session. Again, we started with the
basic skills; bailout drills and switching to higher set
points and back again. We then headed to deeper
water. Throughout the 92-minute dive, we were tasked
with repeating the various skills we had started in the
pool. Again, changing the set points, changing the
handsets from master to slave and back, bailout drills,
bailouts drills and guess what, more bailout drills. The
afternoon was spent learning how to strip down and

clean the Inspiration. Removing the cylinders,
cleaning the counter lungs, and everything else on

the Inspiration before heading to the classroom
again for another couple of hours of Dalton,
Haldane et al.

By day three, I was desperately trying to
remember the acronyms for remembering
everything. There should be an acronym for the
damn acronyms. We arrive at the dive site and
things start to fall into place. John Garvin
reiterates what we need to remember, and he
watches over us like a broody hen caring for her

chicks. And then it’s into the water for a dive to 20
meters (70 feet) for 90 minutes. We practice our

skills and constantly monitor the handset computers
for our PPO2.

The afternoon dive was of a similar duration. More
skills; what to do if this goes wrong or if that goes
wrong. I guess it’s no worse than learning to remove

your regulator in open water class. I finally master
the skills, and John seems pleased…or is that

relieved? Anyway, the skills continue throughout
the dive, as does my amazement at how close
we can get to the sharks and rays, as we are
not creating clouds of bubbles. I long to have
my camera with me, and hope that the
creatures will be this co-operative when I
bring it with me in a couple of days.

By day four we gave our ever-vigilant
instructor a new name, the slate master from
hell with the pencil of doom. His ever-present
slate had been used over the previous few
days, but with only a few notes. Today, it
seemed that the underwater version of War

and Peace had been written on four slates.
Apparently, I had made a couple of mistakes before
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I even got into the water! BADDAS is yet another acronym to enable us to solve most of
the problems that we are likely to encounter. There are other problems to consider, but
being a BADDAS has a certain ring to it. I'm not going to tell you what being a BADDAS is,
take the course and find out for yourself.

The skills we keep doing are now beginning to make sense, rather than just doing rote
skills. I can see their benefit, and I’m beginning to embrace them. We completed two dives
with a total bottom time of 165 minutes. I used 1400 psi of oxygen and 2000 psi of air from
21 cuft bottles. This diving is dirt-cheap. Yes, the initial unit is a sizeable investment, but the
return on investment will be fairly rapid.

We are ‘invited’ back to the classroom for another session on dive planning, cell use (this
is where the slate master from hell should be, in a cell) and how they work, and a session on
voting logic. The dives today were again blessed with close encounters with large predators
and usually timid fish. The silence during the dive is difficult to describe.

Day five had the slate master at it again. He would swim up to us, go beep beep, and
placed a slate with a problem on it onto our handsets. On some skills, we have to react and
solve the problem within three seconds. We do the bail out drill from 96 feet to a safety stop
at 20 feet. The skills continue towards the end of the dive with mental questions being asked
rather than physical skills being completed. Much the same happens on the second training
dive of the day, with stage bottles being added and sending up delayed marker buoys. I've
learned a lot and my advanced nitrox lessons have been reinforced. I believe that my buoy-
ancy skills have improved and my awareness of my surroundings is more finely tuned. We
took the exam that night however, it turns out that it wasn’t as bad as it was made out to be.

Day six was what John Garvin called the ‘prove you can dive the Inspiration day.’ We test
our Inspirations for possible overnight leaks (none), the positive pressure check (no prob-
lem), the dry ABC run (Inspiration-speak), and we are ready to get into the water for dive
seven. Into the water, complete the checks and we are off. At the end of the dive, we moor
near the shore for a well-earned lunch. The last, ‘Graduation Dive’ is now in sight and I'm
looking forward to it. A few more repetitions of the skills, some problems to solve, and the
dive is over. We have spent over 15 hours underwater over eight dives even though the
course only requires eight hours.

What I learned apart from how to dive the Inspiration safely is to first not listen to
rumors. I'd been subject to the rumor-mill surrounding the Inspiration. From what I've now
personally seen and been taught, if I follow the instructions and the prompts from the
Inspiration’s handsets, I’ll be able to dive safely.
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Submerge Scooters
Revolving Video Mounting System.

Submerge Scooters have perfected
the concept with a revolving video
mounting system which achieves
the ideals of simplicity
and functionality.

The beauty of mounting the camera
to the scooter is broadening the
number of available shots that can be achieved. The element of
movement and speed adds interest to your video. The ability to
rotate the camera allows sideways and look back shots, which is a
vast improvement on the usual butt shots of divers taken from
behind. Lastly, attaching the housing to the 70 plus pound scooter
provides a lot of stability to your footage, even for static shots.

In addition to allowing 360º degree rotation, the mount is low profile,
allowing the camera to be less than 1 inch from the scooter hull. The
broad base of the mount (7 inch diameter machined Delrin (tm))
provides stability to even the largest professional camera housings.
As an extra bonus, the housing can be easily and quickly attached/
detached from the scooter, without any tools required.

Currently the mount is available to fit Submerge Scooters or other
scooters with 10inch PVC pipe hulls (10.75" outside diameter).
Amphibico, Gates and Light and Motion housings can be attached to
the mount, other housings also easily attached with custom fixtures.

www.silent-submersion.com

Sea Spray - Weezle Cold Weather Jacket

Made from the same layered material as Weezle’s drysuit undergarment.
This versatile pertex jacket stows away into it's own pocket. The Sea Spray
has an integral hood which folds into the collar when not required and a
unique extension to it's length for heavy rain or to keep your bottom dry.
The jacket is also useful to wet suited divers as it is extremely windproof
and hard wearing. Available in black and yellow in sizes small, medium,
large and extra large.

www.weezle.co.uk

Manta's Hollywood Video System
Unveiled at DEMA in Houston, October 2004.
The package consists of:

• (1) Pro Video Wing
• (2) FII 4 amp hr. batteries
• (2) Fast chargers
• (2)Battery mount clips
• (2) Short umbilicals
• (2) Infinite adjustable light arms
• (2)Impact 100 Light Heads
• (2) Impact Flood Lens
• (1) Carrying Goodman Handle

The assembled Hollywood System allows you to simply
mount your camera and shoot. The versatility of the
system also gives you the option to use your batteries
individually as a hand held light or canister w/umbilical.

 Retail cost:  $2384.00

www.mantaind.com
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The Baby Booster is
intended for the traveling
rebreather diver and allows
both oxygen and diluent
tanks to be filled when
compressed air is the only
source of power available.
It will fill rebreather size
dive tanks to 200 bar (3000
psi) when the supply tanks
are as low as 34 bar (500
psi). With a weight of only
3.2 kg (7 pounds) it is light
enough to be conveniently
transported by air.

w w w. j e t s a m . c a
E-mail: info@jetsam.ca
Ph: 604-469-9176

Jetsam Technologies
2817 Murray Street
Port Moody, BC
V3H 1X3    Canada

• Free Articles
• Extended Articles
• Mixed Gas Blending Charts
• Photography Contests
• Back Issues
• ADM Members Section
• Online Discussion Forum
• Travel Expeditions
• Dive News Up-Dates
• Book Store
• Specialty Equipment Sales



Weezle undersuits are produced to the highest possible
specification in the UK and are "suitable" for Recreational,
Commercial and Extended Range Diving.

Our undersuits success lies in the use of three materials
performing together in a unique manner which no
undersuit containing a single factor can match.

• The outside layer of the undersuit is made from
Pertex. This material can often be found in outdoor

clothing because it is windproof, water resistant,
yet breathable.

• The next layer is the filling. This consists of a
combination of fibres with different inherent

characteristics. The high thermal retention
property of the suit lies in this filling. One

of the properties designed into the
fibre, is the fact that it is hydrophobic
(repels water) so even if you suffer a
total flooding of the suit, thermal
retention is retained.
• The Weezle undersuit has been
designed with a wicking layer next to
your skin to remove moisture and
prevent heat loss.

Buy a Weezle Undersuit and you are
making an investment in innovative
design and manufacturing excellence
one of which will give you a gener-
ous return through a lifetime of
superior performance.

Keeping divers warm in the coldest environments

www.weezle.co.uk
For a complete line of equipment and a
dealer nearest you see

The “Nitrox Stik” makes
continuous gas blending
inexpensive and
consistently accurate.

The “Nitrox Stik” is suitable
for ALL types and sizes of
compressors.  Easy to install and
operate, the “Nitrox Stik” will
have your dive facility blending
22% - 40% nitrox in minutes.

Oxygen servicing of
compressors, scuba cylinders, and
regulators are NOT required.

E-mail: info@envirodive.com
Ph: 1-800-491-3328

Get the ORIGINAL



Features:
• Sartek HID lights are focusable and can be configured

as a dive light or video light
• Sartek systems are available with wetmate connectors,

which permit changing (even underwater) of light
heads, battery canisters, or operation of multiple light
heads

• Sartek HIDs have been depth tested to 5400 feet.
Every Sartek system is wet tested to 360 feet.

• Sartek HIDs can be used out of the water
• Sartek uses the highest capacity NiMH cells to produce

the longest burn times available
• Sartek battery packs are 13.2V not 12V and have

always included a built in circuit breaker and tempera-
ture sensor

• Sartek’s supplied international trickle charger guaran-
tees complete charging and maximum battery life

• Sartek screw top canisters (CBPS series) are double
“O” ring sealed and designed to allow easy access
for charging

• Sartek latch top canisters (CBPL series) have 1-inch
thick recessed top and bottom plates, locking
latches, and O-ring sealed screws (rated to 13,000
feet) to ensure a leak free system

• All Sartek canisters can be configured for belt, back
plate, or tank mount

• Sartek warrantees their systems against manufacturing
and material defects for as long as you own it

• Recently four out of five sales reps, of a major com-
petitor, purchased Sartek HIDs for their personal
lighting systems over their company’s own HID
system…Obviously, they must know something!

When you compare features, reliability,
    and price…

              Sartek will always be your best choice!

Experience and Innovation:
Sartek was the FIRST to design and build the
dependable HID Dive Light Systems that have since
been copied by other manufacturers worldwide.
U.S. Pat. #6,679,619



Len Bucko is the president and
 co-director of h2o peakperformance
(www.h2opeakperformance.com), which special
izes in adventure travel and photo training in the

Yucatan of Mexico.

Len has a long history in photography on the land,
sea, and air. A certified diver since 1956, an airline
transport pilot, and the holder of a 100-ton captain’s
license have allowed Len to capture images in many
varied locations. Years of studio work and 20 years with
the U.S. Marine Corps and American Airlines have given
Len the chance to teach diving and photography all over

the world. He has also been a NAUI and YMCA scuba
instructor and is currently a PADI course director and
instructor examiner.

Len first started cave diving in the mid eighties, and
the challenges of capturing the light rays of the sacred
Cenotes and the darkness of the Yucatan caves have
produced images that many other photographers have
tried to emulate. Through the use of multiple strobes,
slave flash, and video fill lights, Len has mastered unique
techniques that he teaches in his video and photo
courses in Mexico.

Top: Pam Strother enters
cenote Taj Mahal

Bottom: Alessandra
Figgari explores the
submerged trees in cenote
Aktun
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Solving the light
triangle equation for key,
back, and fill lighting takes
on a new challenge when I
teach people to “see the
light” underwater. Strong
back light situations in the
cavern and cave tunnels,
void of any light at all,
provide lots of opportunity
to “paint” the color and
balance the temperature of
artificial lights and natural
sunlight.

The transition to all
digital cameras for Len in
1999 has made him a
pioneer in the Yucatan on
the latest equipment and
techniques. Len’s images

Top left:  Matt Mathias, Stunt
Double on the set of the “CAVE” at
Hidden Worlds

Left: Alessandra Figgari descends
down through the cavern zone in
cenote Choc Mool

Bottom Left: Dry cave formations in
the cavern zone at cenote Tak Be
Ha, Hidden Worlds

Bottom Right: Explorer Alessandra
Figgari drops into the Kulakan
Passage
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have been published in many magazine
articles and other publications and most
recently used by PADI and National
Geographic to promote their new diver
certification program.

Years of experience as a professional
photographer, videographer, camera-
man, and lighting technician earned Len
the position of Dive Coordinator/
Underwater Production Manager for the
IMAX film “Journey Into Amazing
Caves” and the feature film “Cave”
which will be released in March 2005.

Len divides his time between San
Diego and Puerto Aventuras, Mexico
where he runs his h2o video and photo
schools in the Mayan cenotes and
underwater caves.

Top right: Diver Jane Brown swims through
the tanic waters of cenote Aktun Ha Cenote

Middle right: Silhuetted against the blue
water Alessandra Figgari enters cenote Car
Wash

Bottom left: Alessandra Figgari prepares to
descend into the Garden of Eden

Bottom right: Pam Strother swims in cenote
Car Wash with a green surface algae bloom
in the background

h2opeakperform.com
buckoneer@aol.com
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It seems that there is much talk by the tech diving
community about the oxygen window (ala Behnke), or
inherent unsaturation (ala Hills), or partial pressure

vacuum (ala Sass). All terms describe the same thing,
that is, the undersaturation of diver body tissue and
blood with respect to ambient pressure. This window is
necessary to facilitate the transfer of fresh oxygen,
needed for metabolism, and the elimination of carbon
dioxide, a waste product of metabolism, efficiently. The
pulmonary (lungs) and circulatory (arteries and veins)
systems form a closed gas transfer network to ingas
oxygen and outgas carbon dioxide consistent with work
load requirements of the human body. Both oxygen and
carbon dioxide are active (metabolic) components, while
nitrogen, helium, neon, argon, water vapor, etc. are
inactive (inert) players in processes, though the impact
of inert gases on metabolic processes is not fully known,
especially as levels of inert gases rise in tissues and
blood. But to lowest order for diving, oxygen and carbon
dioxide are primary components in metabolic sensing and
control, and the rest are passive. For divers, the window
is an important factor in staging because it impacts both
inert and metabolic gas uptake and elimination. We return
to this, but let’s first start at the beginning.

Tissues and venous blood are typically unsaturated
with respect to inspired air and arterial tensions, some-
where in the vicinity of 8–13% of ambient pressure at
sea level. Chart on top of page 2 of this article depicts
the undersaturation at atmospheric pressure, nominally
1 ATM = 33 fsw, for lung air, neglecting atmospheric

by:

B.R. Wienke
Los Alamos National Laboratory

T.R. O’Leary
NAUI Tech Operations

trace gases. Note body arterial, venous, and tissue
total tensions are all under 33 fsw, some 0.7 fsw,
2.9 fsw, and 3.7 fsw respectively, while nitrogen
and water vapor partial pressures are the same
across lung, arterial, venous, and tissue do-
mains, that is, 24.7 fsw and 2.0 fsw. Tissues and
venous blood tensions also fall below arterial
tensions. Lung gas partial pressures are close
to arterial tensions. Also note arterial oxygen
tensions are more than double venous oxygen
tensions, and more than five times tissue
oxygen tensions. Tissue carbon dioxide ten-
sions exceed both arterial and venous carbon
dioxide tensions by a small amount (just
enough). Gradients for oxygen transfer (large)
are inward, while gradients for carbon dioxide
(small) are outward. This gas transfer network
sustains life, obviously.

How is such a pressure head maintained for
ingassing oxygen and outgassing carbon diox-
ide? Simply, carbon dioxide produced by meta-
bolic processes is 25 times more soluble than
oxygen consumed, and hence by Henry’s law,
carbon dioxide exerts a lower partial pressure.
Such an arrangement of tensions in the tissues
and circulatory network provides the pressure
head between alveolar capillaries of the lungs
and systemic capillaries in extracellular body
space. And the lower solubility of oxygen versus
carbon dioxide maintains it.
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What happens if helium replaces nitrogen in
the above depiction? Nothing really changes for
any inert gas replacing nitrogen in the breathing
mixture, nor for combinations of nitrogen and
helium, provided the mole fraction (total) of inert
gases and the ambient pressure is the same. To
lowest order in above chart, the same relationships
obtain for a breathing mixture of 21% oxygen, and
the rest 79% inert gases of any brand. Obviously,
it’s the mole fraction of oxygen and ambient
pressure that are keynote.

What happens if ambient pressure changes
or mole fraction of oxygen changes? That’s a
different story, of course. Changes in ambient
pressure and/or oxygen mole fraction affect the
inherent unsaturation for oxygen partial pres-
sures (ppO2) below 2 ATM, roughly. Ranging
experiments suggest:

• The degree of unsaturation increases linearly with
ambient pressure for constant composition
breathing gas

• And, the degree of unsaturation decreases
linearly with mole fraction (total) of inert gas in the
inspired mix

Beyond oxygen partial pressures of 2 ATM,
the inherent unsaturation is pretty much constant,
somewhere in the 70 fsw range. In all of the
above, if the mole fraction of oxygen is fixed, then
so is the mole fraction of inert gases. And vice
versa, of course.

So how does this affect diving? Under com-
pression-decompression, the active gases (oxygen,

carbon dioxide, water vapor) are
thought to be replaced with inert gases
until the window establishes itself at
some new ambient pressure. Subtract-
ing the oxygen window from the
inspired oxygen gives the magnitude of
the additional inert gas loading, a
loading added to the tissue tensions
across all compartments. Equilibration
time scales for reloading the window at
some ambient pressure are thought to
be on tissue halftime scales. This active
gas contribution to tissue tensions from
the window is roughly 5 fsw for inspired
oxygen partial pressures up to 2 ATM,
and increases beyond that linearly as
inspired oxygen partial pressures
increase. Of course, most of tech diving
maintains oxygen partial pressures well
below 2 ATM, so the additional loading
is constant.

Years ago, Behnke advocated
staging divers so that the oxygen
window took up inert gas loadings. By
staging the ascent strategically, using
the inherent unsaturation to take up the
inert gas supersaturation, the total
tissue tension could be kept equal to
ambient pressure. This approach to
staging is called the zero supersatura-
tion ascent. It works, is very safe,
particularly for saturation diving, but
takes a very long time compared to
limited supersaturation ascents, which
are employed in dissolved gas and
bubble algorithms.

What does all this mean practically
for the technical diver?  Simply stated,
the oxygen window increases your deco
debt because of additional inert gas
uptake thru the window. The greater
the percentage of inert gas, the greater
the additional uptake.  If bubbles are
present, the greater possible in gassing
gradients into bubbles.  Breathing pure
oxygen, as tech divers often do in the
shallow zone, not only washes out inert
gas and bubbles faster, but completely
negates any additional inert gas uptake
in the window.  Breathing enriched
mixtures (EAN, EAH, Triox, etc) helps
in the same way, but the inert gas
components still dump into the win-
dow.  Bottom line, uptake of inert
gases in the oxygen window increases
your deco requirements, not decreases
them, and in proportion to the relative
total fraction of inert gases in your
breathing mixture.
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by Eric Osking

Unable to fully comprehend the beauty and
magnitude of what is now known as Megadome
Cave, I captured one more image in my mind’s
eye before exiting the massive underground
chamber. The incredible soaring dome was one

of the most beautiful sights I had experienced in a cave. At
once I was sad to be leaving such a stunning vista, but
anxious to share the discovery with the rest of my team. With
mixed emotions, I slowly began to ascend from 180 fsw
through the restrictive, silted-out chimney. About twenty feet
from the cave’s terminus at the seafloor, the top of my head
bumped into something soft, pliable, and obviously very
alive. I immediately assumed that the huge goliath grouper I
had backed down the chimney during my descent, possibly
the same fish from my first dive several weeks ago, was now
standing his ground above me, blocking my only exit. Anxiety
flowed and ebbed as I considered several less than pleasant
scenarios. How long would it take to cut my way through a
300-pound fish with my Z-knife’s one-inch blade?

Switching to my left to O.K. the guideline I had laid
twenty minutes earlier, I was able to maneuver my halogen
light up above my head to view the obstruction through the
silty darkness. Although visibility was next to zero, a wave of
relief washed over me when I saw the light tan underbelly of
a nurse shark inches above my mask. The four-footer was
thrashing about and confused, unable to uncoil his body in
the narrow tube we both now shared. After half a minute of
pushing up on his sandpaper beanbag stomach, he finally
extended his body and swam down and past me.

Illustration: Curt Bowen
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Relieved, I was able to continue my ascent to the seafloor with no further obstruc-
tions. The dim glow of sunlight became visible only in the last few feet of the chimney,
masked by the silty remnants of the hurried movements of large fish and my exhaust
bubbles. After exiting the cave at 130 fsw, Rusty Farst and I clipped on our deco gas
and began our slow journey back to the surface. The excitement of the discovery, and
a school of almost two-dozen black tip sharks, made the lengthy decompression fly by.
As Eric Reintsema and Al Barefoot made their way past us down the anchor line, I
realized how inadequate sign language really is. Divers desperately need a hand sign
for “un-freaking believable.”

Lightning strikes
Lightning can definitely strike twice. Megadome Cave is the second deep Gulf of

Mexico cave E.U.G. (Explorers Under the Gulf) divers have discovered off Sarasota,
Florida in less than eight months. E.U.G. divers discovered the first cave, Diamond
Rock Cave, in September of 2003 (see Advanced Diver Magazine, Issue 16/2004).
These won’t be the last caves found on the continental shelf off Florida. An ever-
increasing number of divers breathing trimix at depth will undoubtedly result in
additional deep cave discoveries.

In late April of this year, Jim Culter (an E.U.G. diver and scientist at Mote Marine
Laboratory) and I set out from Sarasota, Florida to rendezvous with Eric Reintsema’s
boat 60 miles offshore at Diamond Rock Cave. Al Barefoot had provided Jim and me
with a newly acquired set of GPS (Global Positioning System) numbers to check out on
our way offshore, as our course would have us passing nearby. GPS coordinates are not
set in stone. There can be variations from one machine to the next. The weather was
awesome. Sunny, light winds, and a 2-3’ swell from the southeast; just what we needed
to refine the numbers we had been given. Approximately 40 miles west of Sarasota, we
zeroed out the GPS over a barren, perfectly featureless section of Gulf bottom.

After 30 minutes of running a spiral search pattern, we finally marked a spot of
interest on the depth finder and noted the new numbers. The feature was not too
exciting, just an extremely small depression with limited relief on an otherwise flat sea
floor. In retrospect, it’s hard to believe that this inconspicuous blip on the depth finder
would turn out to be the entrance to yet another undiscovered cave system, now
known as Megadome Cave. Jim and I agreed that, given enough time later in the day,
we would come back and dive the spot — just in case.

Less than an hour later our boats met as scheduled 20 miles further offshore at
Diamond Rock Cave. The morphology of the system is that of a restrictive chimney
starting in the middle of a depression in the sea floor at 180 fsw and emptying into a

Eric Osking and Rusty Farst returning
to the dive boat after a 350 foot
exploration dive into Megadome
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large chamber at 240 fsw. The room is 50 feet in diam-
eter at the top, extends to about 400 fsw and is some-
what hourglass shaped. Our dives were spectacular as usual.
We were able to collect water samples inside and outside of
the cave. Jim strapped a Hydrolab water-sampling device to
my doubles so that temperature and salinity would be
monitored continuously throughout my dive.

By the time everyone had completed their decom-
pression obligations, boarded the boats and stowed
their gear, it was getting late. Fortunately, the previously
nice conditions were now even better; the Gulf was
becoming as smooth as glass. Jim and I were ready to
leave first, so we relayed the new improved numbers to
Eric and Al, and began our 20-mile run east to the
mystery spot. After anchoring, we readied our gear then
waited and waited and waited. Over an hour went by
and no sign of the other boat. No radio contact, noth-
ing. Now the sun was low on the horizon and the breeze
was beginning to cool. We debated the option of taking
the easy way out and just heading home. But this feature
had a steep funnel shape that beckoned a closer look.
Curiosity prevailed and we decided to dive.

The initial discovery
A strong surface current gave way to a

school of friendly amberjack, the ambassadors
of Gulf bottom structure, as we neared the
anchor. The rocky entrance to Megadome
cave is located at the bottom of a sandy
funnel in the sea floor at 130 fsw. The rocky
outcropping at the base of the funnel is
small, less than ten feet in diameter,
covered in encrusting growth, and
teeming with fish. In the fading light, the
scene reminded me of a mountain valley
bordered by snow-draped peaks. I
knew at once that we had hit pay dirt
again. If not for a cave to swallow the
shifting sands of the seafloor, this
depression would fill up overnight.

As Jim and I approached the
feature, a large goliath grouper
swam into the funnel and disap-
peared from sight under a small
ledge. Shining my light into the
darkness under the rock, I was
thrilled to see a solution shaft
just past a small duck-under.
The configuration required a
vertical head first entry.
Alternately scraping my
belly, then doubles, I slowly
made my way down and
into the cave. My light did
little to illuminate the
situation; visibility had
been reduced to only a
few feet. During his
hasty retreat, the

goliath grouper had disturbed the fine sediment that
covered the chimney walls. Arms outstretched in front of
me, I slowly picked my way inch by inch down the silty
tunnel. Repeatedly drumming his rage at my intrusion,
he was somewhere below me, concealed by the silt.

Goliath grouper, Epinephelus itajara, are abundant
in the Gulf waters of southwest Florida. They are the
largest members of the grouper family, growing to an
incredible 800 pounds. Anywhere structure punctures
the otherwise barren seafloor, they flourish. Goliath
grouper are known for their immense size and fearless-
ness when harassing spearfishermen. Goliath grouper
are not reticent with their emotions. Any pop-psycholo-
gist would approve of how readily they let their emo-
tions be known. When upset, the large fish forcibly slam
together the walls of their air bladders. This action causes
a concussion in the surrounding water producing a loud,
low frequency noise known as “drumming.” Unfortu-
nately, cave entrances provide the perfect hiding spot for
these bulky fish. For divers, they provide an additional
safety concern not encountered in land-locked caves.

I had no way of knowing if this shaft bottomed
out or opened into a large room like at Diamond
Rock Cave. I was concerned that if the tube did
end shortly, the huge fish might “flounder” in the
bottom, nervously awaiting my approach. I
hoped that he would stay deep and not make a
run up and past me toward the freedom of the
cave’s entrance at the seafloor. There wasn’t
enough room in the tight tunnel for a diver to
turn around, not to mention him and me
simultaneously passing each other. Looking
up past my fin tips, I called the dive as I
reached the end of the cavern zone at 150
fsw. Not thinking much of the site
initially, I wasn’t rigged for a full-blown
deep cave dive. Back on the boat, Jim
and I could hardly contain our enthusi-
asm, our trip to shore stuffed with
the excitement of what ifs and
conjecture. We vowed to return as
soon as possible with a team of
divers prepared to fully explore
the possibilities. I had a gut
feeling that big things were yet
to come.

Data
Since those first two

dives, much more data
about the Megadome
Cave system has been
recovered. The only
entry into the system,
the chimney refer-
enced above,
intersects one side
of a massive
underground
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domed chamber at 175 fsw. The chamber
itself is oblong, almost football shaped. The
dimensions at 175 fsw are 85 feet in length
by 65 feet in width. The top of the dome
rises to 150 fsw, leaving a scant 30 feet of
rock between the top of the dome and the
seafloor above.

Al Barefoot, Curt Bowen, and Eric
Reintsema surveyed the depths immedi-
ately below the entrance into the dome
room. Below the chimney, at 310 fsw, is
the top of a debris mound formed from
the infilling of Gulf seafloor sand, silt, and
other detritus over thousands of years.
This pile of sediment slopes off to a depth
of 340 fsw below the near wall. As of this
writing, we have only surveyed the far wall
to a depth of 350 fsw.

Encrusting yellow and orange sponges
and sea urchins in the upper reaches of the
dome are evidence of tidal pumping of
nutrient rich Gulf waters. Colonies of
tubeworms form hard, sponge shaped
structures infilling solution tubes in the ceiling
of the dome. Jim Culter and other E.U.G.
divers are actively engaged in scientific
sampling at both Megadome Cave and
Diamond Rock Cave.

Summary
The Megadome and Diamond Rock

cave systems have much in common. The
entries to both systems are through
restrictive chimneys that empty into large
underground chambers. These features
formed when sea level was much lower
than it is today. Over many thousands of
years, slightly acidic ground water eroded
the limestone bedrock it flowed through
and produced the huge underground
voids. Given more time above sea level,
the ceilings of these structures would have
collapsed and formed sinkholes. Sinkholes,
once sea level rises and floods them,
become the blue holes divers are familiar
with. Offshore of southwest Florida there
are quite a few blue holes, Captiva Blue
Hole, Amberjack Hole, Green Banana, etc.
Hopefully, in the not too distant future, we
will know much more about these beautiful
and exciting karst features.
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One day I found myself in a cave at 350 feet unable to
read my pressure gauge or VR3 dive computer. It was

time to face the facts; I am blind as a bat! I sent my
favorite mask into Prescription Dive Masks and within

a couple weeks I had it returned with my
prescription professionally mounted in each eye.

Now I can see GREAT!!!

Curt Bowen / Publisher Advanced Diver Magazine








